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Valentina ACAVA - SPAIN 

FREELANCE  

valentinammaka@gmail.com /valentinammaka.blogspot.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I was born in Rome and grew up in South Africa. I've been living between Europe, South Africa , Kenya and 

Tanzania. I'm a journalist, writer and intercultural facilitator.. I've published seven books in Italy from children, 

young adult, novels, drama and poetry. My literary work as been praised for the capacity to promote diversity in a 

multicultural context. As a journalist I've been freelancing from Mauritania, South Africa, Kenya for  many years 

covering different kind of events (1994 South African Elections - Child Labour Mauritania - Post Election 2007 

Kenya  etc...), also as a freelance I've been collaborating with different magazines on post colonial literature 

(Africa, India) and on immigration. I'm the founder of the Gugu Women Lab which is a collective of women (south 

african and immigrant) with whom I worked during 2011-2012 to a writing  project aimed to promote human 

rights. Out of this experience a play titled THE CUT - LO STRAPPO has been released and it is about Female Genital 

Mutilation.  I'm currently promoting this owrk in Europe to sensitize people, media and institutions on this very 

urgent theme through the language of creativity. The project will be soon sponsored by Amnesty INternational.  I 

worked in schools in Italy, South Africa, Kenya as  a facilitator in intercultural programmes, organizing workshops, 

readings, courses. I worked as a facilitator with immigrants and refugees especially in Kenya and South Africa with 

whom I used social  theatre and  writing as a tool towards the identity process.  I  regularly attend international 

conferences, books fairs, meetings, round tables.  In 2011 I presented at UNISa (University of South Africa - 

pretoria) a paper as a keynote in the Ist Colloquium of Italian Studies focusing on the role of media and literature 

in conveying stereotypes on Africa.   Several Unievrsity Thesis has been written focusing on my work.  I'd love to 

take part to the MEDIANE programme to share my experience and also have the chance to work on a new pla tform 

and  context, to confront different ways of working utilizing different medias as well.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

freelance 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would love to collaborate with a person or organization who has experience in relating with themes such as   

diversity, otherness, identity , refugees, immigration within an urban context and who uses his - her skills and 

experience to convey a different vision of what we normally call OTHERNESS breaking prejudices and stereotypes.  

The main objectives is to create a multimedia interactive project through which exchange tools, experiences in 

promoting diversity  offering a 360° view on multiculturalism providing ideas and a new language to use when it 

comes to OTHERNESS in media reporting. A project aimed  to promote a  sustainable society of equal interaction 

among people. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm a freelance journalist and writer. I'm italian but grew up in South Africa. I've seven books published in Italy 

and a long experience as a journalist covering events from different African countires and Europe.  I've been 

working with immigrants and refugees in South Africa, Kenya, Italy) using writing, social theatre as a tool to 

"translate" the condition of an immigrant and his/her identity process. I' now focusing on Female Gentital 

Mutilation. I'm currently promoting a work-project I did in South Africa during 2011-2012 which was a writing 

workshop aimed to promote human rights which is called THE CUT-LO STRAPPO.   I would like to work with 

different medias (like video) on a project that will reflect the perception of otherness and identity in Europe and 

also on themes like Female Genital Mutilation within the immigrant communities.  I can work in English and Italian, 

any period can be fine for me. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES french 
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Ismail ADEMI - ITALY / ITALIE 

ALBANIANEWS  

issi.ademi@gmail.com /www.albanianews.it 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Ismail Ademi (Issi) was born in Albania in 1983. He lived in Italy since 1998.  After Political studies he hold a 

Master in Corporate Social Responsibility at the Siena University. He writes regularly in some online newspapers 

(Albanianews, Prospettive, Almablog, Shqiptari I Italisë,etc) on integration issues, immigration, intercultural and 

politics. He is the founder several  migrant organization and collaborates with many local authorities on 

immigration issues. Currently working as a consultant in the field of international development cooperation.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Albania News is the first online Italian language newspaper about Albania, based in Modena, whi ch was founded by 

a group of contacts and correspondents present in the Albanian communities living in Italy ,journalists, professors, 

scholars or students living in the land of eagles to give life to a network of independent information. The 

information is collected from local sources and developed by AlbaniaNews offices in Albania, Kosovo and Italy and 

translated into Italian.The online newspaper was born on 2008 with the name Albania News. Initially, the site 

structure was very simple, and consists of a long homepage summarizing the most important news, with some 

interactive sections where readers could contribute comments. In 2009 he was made the first restyling: thematic 

sections, with real-time update and the introduction of services to users as forums and communities. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
The project idea is to write a case study on how the Albanian community abroad use journalism in order to 

increase the integration and the inclusion in hosted country. Albanianews is an example of media founded and 

managed by migrant journalists. The media instrument in this case is also seen as a way to increase the level of 

integration in the host country. We believe that the successful inclusion of journalists and activists of foreign 

origin, within the media landscape, can definitely emancipate their condition. In addition, a platform like 

Albanianews has been very useful to build a network of partnerships between the various associations Albanians in 

Italy, and to maintain close ties with the country of origin.The project idea is to write a case study on how the 

Albanian community abroad use journalism in order to increase the integration and the inclusion in hosted country.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Albanianews is an example of media founded and managed by migrant journalists. The media instrument in this 

case is also seen as a way to increase the level of integration in the host country. We believe that the successful 

inclusion of journalists and activists of foreign origin, within the media landscape, can definitely emancipate their 

condition. In addition, a platform like Albanianews has been very useful to build a network of partnerships between 

the various associations Albanians in Italy, and to maintain close ties with the country of origin.The project idea is 

to write a case study on how the Albanian community abroad use journalism in order to increase the integration 

and the inclusion in hosted country. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

albanian/Italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Barbara ANDREANI - ITALY 

ONDEMIGRANTI  

andreani.barbara@gmail.com /ondemigranti.blogspot.it 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have graduated in International Relations at the “Università degli studi di Perugia”, with thesis about 

“Immigration and Mass media”.  I was speaker for the final conference of the Leverhulme Trust International 

Networks – “Destination Italy: Representing migration in contemporary media and narrative” at the Oxford 

University. My paper was: “Immigration and local press in Umbria”   Now, I work as editorial staff in the 

organization “Ondemigranti”,radio broadcast in-depth Information oabout immigration, broadcast on Radio Galileo. 

We organize, also the film festival "Mondovisioni". we project films from main  countries, in the original language 

with Italian subtitles  Planning and organization of photo-video documentation workshop for the festival "Art Out" 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Ondemigranti - Association "Il Pettirosso" radio and blogger about immigration 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

CMFE CommunityMedia Forum Europe the goal is to exchange good practices of communication and information 

about non-discriminatory immigration 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

the goal is to exchange good practices of communication and information about non-discriminatory immigration 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Chadi BAHOUTH - GERMANY 

NEUE DEUTSCHE MEDIENMACHER  

bahouth@neuemedienmacher.de /www.neuemedienmacher.de 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am the child of a Lebanese mom and a Palestinian dad, both refugees in Germany, I studied policitical science 

with a focus on migrational issues, Middle East conflict and international relations, esp. on conflict over resources, 

with a PhD in waterresources conflict.  I managed the Quartiersmanagement in Berlin Neukölln, a district with a 

very high amount of foreigners and people of colour and ethnic minorities and a high share of workless people. Its 

aim was to include those little integrated parts of German society. Later I worked in the same district with kids at 

focal schools. Again, very high share of children coming from ethnic minorities.  Then I changed to journalism by 

attending a 15months intense training workshop esp. for people from ethnic minorities. Since 2011 I am in the 

board of the New German Mediamakers and there working for more visible diversity in German media and thereby 

in society. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
The New German Mediamakers developed from the pressure on non-native journalists. Thoes would work in an 

environment in German editorial departments that knows only little diversity. Thereby klischees and stereotypes 

about ethnic minorities, that are called "people with a migrational background" in Germany, would be daily routine. 

So, in 2009 a couple of journalists of colour founded the association Neue deutsche Medienmacher. Referring in its 

name to being new, but still German.  Since then we developed a lot, we created a mentoring program 

(http://www.neuemedienmacher.de/?p=832), in which junior journalists from ethnic minorities would be matched 

with a established journalist for a year, being their mentor, supporting them in any way thinkable.  We are about to 

publish a new wording-catalogue for still some terms in German are used in a discriminating way. Instead of using 

racism, "Fremdenfeindlichkeit" is used, which means xenophobia.  We created an online-database 

(www.vielfaltfinder.de) that invites experts of colour to register, so they can be found by journalists. We hope for a 

change in society's perception of ethnic minorities to not only be criminals as it s suggested over again, but as 

experts and fully integrated members of German society as well.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Actually, our cooperations have a large scale of institutions, we work with migrants self-organisations, with state 

and local institutions, with mediamakers, people who set agendas, with other journalists, etc.  Most importantly, 

our goal is to change the perception of migrants and people of colour, ethnic minorities in Germany. But since 

Europe and the world is growing together, we would like to establish contact with institutions that work on the 

same aim, esp. in the area of journalism. The New German Mediamakers' aim is to make diversity more visible in 

our society as well as in media, of course. Therefor we would be grateful for an exchange of ideas, methods, 

contacts, etc.  The results/products could be as different as our daily work. Starting with an article, cooperations in 

larger projects, etc. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
The New German Mediamakers are a Berlin based journalists' organisation working on the field of making diversity 

visible to the majority of German society. We do understand ourselves as both, a lobby organisation fo r journalists 

from ethnic minorities and a migrants' organisation.   We are interested in exchanging information, finding 

potential partners with a similar goal, etc.    possible dates: beginning of 2014  possible working languages: 

English and German    For further info please contact:  Chadi Bahouth  New German Mediamakers, boardmember  

bahouth@neuemedienmacher.de  www.neuemedienmacher.de 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Siddharth BANNERJEE - UNITED KINGDOM 

FREELANCE  

siddharth.bannerjee@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a data journalist by training with experience in public and social policy analysis gathered by working in South 

Asia, Africa, Canada, USA and the United Kingdom. Through a variety of technical research partnerships, strategic 

initiatives, and media outreach activities, I have worked on issues relating to racism, discrimination, human rights, 

and immigration and demographics with government departments, civil society organisations and NGOs and 

academic/research institutions. On this exchange, my hope is to learn how to utilize the latest data journalism 

tools, techniques and trends to shine a spotlight on errors and deficiencies in the public perception of visible 

minorities, immigrants and other marginalized constituencies. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

As Director of Policy and Research at a small think-tank in Montreal, Canada, I was directed with a mandate to 

garner public awareness of significant social research and public policy issues. As part of my job, I analysed large -

scale survey/administrative datasets) on topics such as racism and diversity, immigration and citizen ship, linguistic 

and ethnic multiculturalism, and the evolving role of technology in the policy making process. I have also worked 

for a diverse range of organizations and these include co-organizer of NetSquared London (A meetup community 

for those interested in Social good + Technology), the London School of Economics (as a blogger on Indian socio -

political topics), the ShouldWe portal (a source for bipartisan public debate on any public policy issue) and with a 

number of international development organizations (such as the Commonwealth Secretariat, producing a report on 

their post-2015 MDG agenda). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to work with a person or organization that is leveraging the latest cutting -edge technology (social 

media, apps, mobile software, data visualization tools etc.) to spotlight regressive trends in public perception of 

and government apathy towards minorities and marginalized people. I am most interested in how social media is 

being used to amplify the message of NGOs and other civil society organizations working on human rights issues 

and anti-discrimination measures. Increasingly, journalism “labs” and online portals are utilizing available data to 

clearly and creatively showcase trends in public opinion and government responses to them. I want to do a case 

study of an organization that is working in this space and use meta-data and a series of indicators to test how 

successful they have been. Ultimately, it is my aim to investigate whether these New Media forms are actually able 

to influence the policy making process and/or help change/moderate public opinion.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would like to work with a person or organization that is leveraging the latest cutting -edge technology (social 

media, apps, mobile software, data visualization tools etc.) to spotlight regressive trends in public perception of 

and government apathy towards minorities and marginalized people. I am most interested in how social media is 

being used to amplify the message of NGOs and other civil society organizations working on human rights issues 

and anti-discrimination measures. I want to do a case study of an organization that is working in this space and 

use meta-data and a series of indicators to test how successful they have been. Ultimately, it is my aim to 

investigate whether these New Media forms are actually able to influence the policy making process and/or help 

change/moderate public opinion.     I have an MSc in Social Policy and Development from the London School o f 

Economics and have worked in the past as Director of Research at a Think Tank in Canada (Association for 

Canadian Studies). I am fluent in English and have intermediate French speaking skills.   Possible dates – August or 

September 2014 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Péter BARA - HUNGARY 

CIVIL RÁDIÓ  

peter.bara@gmail.com /www.barinform.hu 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My radio editing and "anchormaning" is a voluntary work. My firs opinion is, that the more people are able to speak 

from different religions, nations in our radio program.  e.g.: interview with the Aniko Hankovszky, the leader of 

"Parbeszed haza" ( Jesuit Center in Hungary), interview with dr. Jozsef Schweitzer (emeritus Chief Rabbin), etc.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I'm an engineer. I play viola in a quartet, and in two orchestras 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

- Make some interview with peoples from different nations in Europe from the arts and the agriculture.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
O.K. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Hungarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English, / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Ulas BARIS - CYPRUS 

UNDP-ACT  

ulasbaris1973@gmail.com /http://ulasrebel.wordpress.com/ 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Ulaş and I graduated from Political Science and Public  Administration department of the Eastern 

Mediterranean University (Famagusta-2000).  I used to work for several newspapers as a columnist since 1997 and 

used work for English language newspaper for 3 years (2008-2011).  Since 2011, I am working for the UNDP-ACT 

in Cyprus as a media consult.  Likewise, I am working as an editor for a local newspaper and local web page.  I 

also widely use social media for political reviews and other things.  I think, being part in this program is very good 

chance to share experiences with others. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

UNDP-ACT  aims to engage people from both communities of the Cyprus Island to work together on common issues 

and participate in a variety of peacebuilding initiatives across the divide. Our partners include business leaders, 

media and technical professionals, civil society activists, youth leaders, researchers and opinion leaders from both 

communities. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I can work with anyone, under any circumstances. I think, being part in this program is very good chance to share 

experiences with others.   Therefore, putting experiences altogether will be very good way to achieve a result on 

the issues. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

http://ulasrebel.wordpress.com/ 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Turkish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Izidor BARŠI - SLOVENIA 

RADIO ŠTUDENT  

rakim298@gmail.com / 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

This year I am finishing my graduate study of philosophy and sociology of culture at the Faculty of Philosophy in 

Ljubljana. Throughout my studies I have dedicated much of my theoretical work to the problems of organisation 

and inclusion of people of diverse backgrounds into different forms of organization. During the last two years I 

have been also researching some of these models in practice by organising collective projects (radio broadcasts, 

reading seminars and workshops) with my colleagues and other people. In all our practice we always strived for 

the widest possible inclusion even so, when the content was itself partially exclusive, such as contemporary 

philosophy we dealt with in the reading seminars. During my studies I also spent a year abroad in Novi Sad, Serbia.    

Three years ago I joined the Editorial Office for Culture and the Humanities at Radio Student. Since then I have 

been an active journalist, covering diverse cultural fields, ranging from contemporary art and architecture to 

literature, film and philosophy. I have written and produced a number of shorter and longer radio broadcasts. 

Besides that I regularly participate in the processes of forming the internal organisational infrastructure of the 

Radio.     In September 2013 I also got a position of Content Editor at Tribuna newspaper, which is a known 

monthly alternative student newspaper, that mostly deals with political and cultural themes, which it trys to do in 

always unique ways by blurring the line between the content and the form (design), as well as between the 

editorial team, the writers and the designers. It also aims to cover problems, social groups and productions that 

are deemed to be on the edges of the mainstream society.     My motivation for this application is t he wish to get 

to know other approaches to the concrete problems and potential solutions journalists are faced with when working 

in a certain cultural and political environment. I believe that these problems are structurally similar or in some 

cases even identical, but are as a result diverse cultural backgrounds manifested differently in their own 

environments, which implies that the solutions journalists find are also different from one another. This means that 

through the multiplicity of particular differences we can potientialy produce new and creative solutions. 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Radio Student's Programme Concept  Radio Student was founded on 9 May 1969. It is a non -profitable, urban 

community  (culturally & socially differentiated) radio-station whose primary objective is to promote  the interests 

of social and cultural minorities as well as the interests of the student  community. And by paying attention to 

more complex and generally discriminated topics  it also educates its own listeners. Since its very beginnings, 

Radio Student has promoted  values such as: tolerance, respect for difference, freedom, truth, solidarity, 

consistent  asserting of human rights, etc. The promotion of the above mentioned values is carried  out at two 

levels: the educational, through the program (the double role of education - of  authors as well as target group) 

and at the practical level, where Radio Student's position  of difference functions as a mirror to the Slovene 

society. In this mirror the society can  check to what extent it is ready to accept such proclaimed values in reality.    

Radio Student's Programme Policy  The basic principle of Radio Student's editorial policy is to present items of 

information,  art forms and music overlooked or deliberately neglected by other media. With respect to  its musical 

concept, Radio Student is basically an 'indie' music radio station, which does  not conform to multinational music 

industry dictatorship. The following non-conformist  musical genres: hard-core, techno, reggae & rap, blues, jazz, 

ethno and contemporary  "classical" music are presented in detail. Radio Student maintains the same 

nonconformist  approach in relation to socio-political issues. 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to colaborate with someone, whether he or she is a radio, print or freelance journalist, whose 

proffesional interest is similar to mine (culture, theory, politics) and has at least some theoretical or academical 

background in one of the following: media studies, literature, sociology, french theory, philosophy.     The 

preffered country would be Portugal, since this is the country that at least in my media environment there is ''no 

news from''. I would also generally prefer a county from the Mediterranean region, since the se are the ones that 

are at the moment facing the deepest economical, political and social crisis, but are also places of great cultural 

diversity. If none of these are available, I would also accept any other country.  The main objective of my exchange 

is to be introduced into the media situation in the place of choice, and to do so with the help of a journalist 

colleague (from a related field) and his or her perspective. This means that the object of research ranges from the 

particular media practices such as writing articles or reporting for a radio, to the political and social environment in 

which the journalist works and has to acknowledge it and at the same time adopt a critical distance towards it. This 

environment is of course also the base and infrastructure for his work and existence, to which he or she is at least 

partially dependent on. The topics of the research are thus very broad, but this is balanced with the narrow main 

source of information, which is the colleague journalist him or herself. His or her particular perspective will then be 

measured against the general image of the situation in the county of choice as well as against my own experience 

(and vice versa). The expected result besides the case study and/or media report is the creation of new formal and 

informal links, connections and organisations, that could benefit all the parties involved and the production of 



media in both environments. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

The project idea is basically oriented towards introducing both collaborators into previously unknown media 

environment within a certain cultural, political and social situation. The content of the project is not strictly 

specified, but it should be in connection to one of the following: contemporary culture, humaniti es, or politics in a 

broad sense. The research will be focused on the ways, methods and mechanisms of representing these topics in 

the specific environment. Concretely this means that we as colleague journalists are supposed to provide each 

other with a particular insight into the fields of our practice.    At the moment I am finishing my studies of 

philosophy and sociology of culture with a special emphasize on French theory. I have been working at Radio 

Študent for the past three years, and became a Content Editor at the newspaper Tribuna in September 2013. 

Besides my native language, I can also speak English and Serbian. The exchange could take place more or less 

anytime after March 2014. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Slovenian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Serbian 
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Sophie BAYERLEIN - GERMANY 

FREELANCE, SELF-EMPLOYED  

sie@sophiesophie.de /www.sophiesophie.de 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I studied visual communication at FH Potsdam and art university Berlin-Weißensee. The educational program was 

both very artistic and political orientated. My approach was always in working educational. Uni -projects ranged 

from political posters to e.g. an online tool for UN which was a rapid alert system for cataclysm. After graduating I 

was organizing a biyearly eco-fashion event. With a team of 40 people the event took place at one of Berlins 

fashion fairs and in galleries. It was a live atelier for fashion designer and a workshop space for over 300 

customers. Everyone was recycling clothes and materials. It was an easy way of showing what is possible when you 

want to act sustainable when you have know-how and fun. Right now I am working for BPB(german organisation 

for political education) where I produce and design a monthly print magazine for journalists. I also designed and 

programmed the online documentation of BPB-conference for german media for kids. Besides working as a graphic 

designer I also enjoy being a graphic recorder(=live protocol of discussion, brainstorming, talks in text & image) --> 

http://visual-notes.de 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I would like to present you my design studio based in Berlin. The studio is focussing on conceptual,  artistic and 

commercial projects within the fields of art, politics and design. Projects include publication design, visual identity 

and digital media, all with a strong editorial approach and a consistently innovative use of typography and 

materials. Besides studio projects, I hold workshops at art universities. The general approach is to work for 

organizations, companies or own projects which are political or environmentally engaged. Examples: brochure with 

text and infographics as a comparison between journalism in print media and online-journalism, poster for freedom 

of speech for the annual poster contest in Ljubljana, workshop participant and inventor of a tool for the congress 

Complicity (Nov. 2013) of berliner-gazette.de (online platform for journalists, programmers, scientists, artists), 

book about data security, participant of the congress „whatever happened to journalism/democracy“ of Böll -

Stiftung & Digitale Gesellschaft (Dec. 2013). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a journalist / programmer (or organization) who is involved in the digital media scene. A 

person who has daily experience with the challenges and chances of digital publishing, but also knows about the 

pros and cons of printed media. Someone who is an active part of the ongoing change of the media scene and 

knows about the apportionment of newspapers or news-organizations online. I would like to combine my know-how 

of print and digital publishing from a graphic designer perspective with the knowledge of journalism and 

programming in an online world. Someone who knows about the tools and tricks of including the readership and 

change the media monologue to a real conversation between publisher and receptor.  What are the possibilities and 

challenges presented by digital media for a pluralistic media landscape? Does the developments in the digital media 

scene provide increased access for those ostracised by traditional media? Or is it just contributing to the 

ghettoisation of niche products and interests of minorities already marginalised by mainstream media?  Since we 

are still in the middle of an ongoing process of finding new ways of publishing and including an audience: is there 

any chance of creating an active and literate readership? What are the tools and procedures for creating a 

sustainable pluralistic media scene? How can small groups of interests survive in a free online space which is giving 

room but is not garanteeing to be found? Is main stream media ahead? Can online newspapers still provide a 

pluralistic range of interests? Or are we lead by articles which one is interested in and the rest of the newspaper is 

unseen?   I would like to find some answers and develop a tool or a product which is giving a solution to one of 

these questions. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Project idea: finding new ideas/tools/products which provide a pluralistic media scene in times of a rapidly 

changing digital media landscape. How to include and reach the audience? How to be found when publishing 

online? What are the possibilities and challenges?  Professional data: I am a graphic designer running my own 

studio with 3 years working experience in print and digital media. Working for newspapers, magazines, political 

organizations, galleries & own projects. Plus I am working as graphic recorder (synthesized information in real time 

posters in text and image)  Working language: english, german  Dates: if I can schedule the exchange 4 weeks in 

advance... all year long  Contact: sie@sophiesophie.de // http://sophiesophie.de  // http://visual-notes.de 

 

MOTHER TONGUE german  OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES french 
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Alan BYRNE - IRELAND 

DUNDALK FM  

alanbyrne@dundalkfm.com /www.dundalkfm.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have ten years experience in community radio management. During this time Dundalk FM has recorded 

programmes throughout the border counties and Northern Ireland in relation to the  Peace Process, anti 

sectarianism and anti racism. I worked in Germany and France during the 1990's but not in radio and would like to 

provide opportunities for the benefit of volunteers and management from both stations with an exchange 

programme that will sustain itself after the initial project. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Dundalk FM is a not for profit, community owned and run radio station serving 40,000 listeners in the North East 

region. Our purpose is to assist community development by training community representatives and providing 

access to the airwaves. A diverse non mainstream schedule that includes as many community groups as possible is 

our objective. We are a training organisation that provides certified short term Radio and Media Courses.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a community radio station. Idea for exchange: neighbourhood mapping exercise. This 

means looking at the community development organisations in the town/city and categorising them in relation t o 

the needs of the community with reference to the diversity/non diversity of each organsiation. This would involve 

designing a survey, recording interviews and conducting a number of panel discussions. The programmes would be 

broadcast bilaterally. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I am looking for a partner in a German or French radio station for an exchange in January - June 2014.  Working 

Language - English or German. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Germnan / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Domenica Antonia CANCHANO WARTHON - ITALIA 

FREELANCE  

mornetica@yahoo.it / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I'm 34, i work as a journalist for a newspaper in Italia, Il Secolo XIX. In addition, i give the news for Radio 19 

latino, in spanish. I have always dealt with immigration. A few weeks ago we launched the platforms news, in Italy, 

www.prospettivealtre.info   I would like to participate to enrich my profession, Knowing other people, other areas 

of work, and exchange ideas but also raising new issues, therefore new points of view.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I take care of a page in spanish for a local newspaper, Génova Semanal.  And for www.p rospettivealtre.info i do 

reportage related to immigration 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I'd like to work for a mainstream media. For El País. In the writing of culture or chronic.  Working out I'expect to 

learn news form of journalism, getting to know other communication tools in addition to the printed. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
Hello!  I'm a freelance journalist from Italy. My major topics are culture, immigration,  and  ethnic minorities. I am 

looking for a partner from another EU state to apply for the program with me. I speak and writing only in spanish 

and italian. Para el intercambio preferiría trabajar con uno de estos dos idiomas. Saludos. Thanks.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Spanish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Italian / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Soares CELSO - ODIVELAS 

FREELANCE  

santomensidademagazine@gmail.com /www.culturfaceis.org 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Degree in Communication Sciences, shed Institutional Communication at the Autonomous University of Lisbon 

(UAL), Postgraduate in Webdesign Institute of Higher Education and Science     Currently - Agent Broker 

Intercultural built in Loures Municipality and obeys the Coordination of ACIDI - High Commission for Immigration 

and Intercultural Dialogue and funded FEINPT - European Fund for the Integration of Third Country Nationals;     

He has experience in entrepreneurship, develops social and cultural work with diverse communities on human 

rights, equality Gender, Interculturalism and Immigration. It mentor, and the project Coordinator magazine 

"SANTOMENESIDADE" editor; 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Currently - Agent Broker Intercultural built in Loures Municipality and obeys the Coordination of ACIDI - High 

Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue and funded FEINPT - European Fund for the Integration of 

Third Country Nationals; 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Would you like to work with international organizations to develop and promote new strategies for communication 

and content related to interculturality, Rights and Social Justice, interaction and integration of immigrants and 

emigrants. Also share new experiences with immigrant citizens in environmental matters. I want to find partners 

with the opportunity to develop projects related to new communication strategies to promote interculturalism, law 

and social justice, humanitarian issues and interpersonal relationships. The main objective is to buil d and promote 

more favorable image in the field of Intercultural Communication. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I want to find partners with the opportunity to develop projects related to new communication strategies to 

promote interculturalism, law and social justice, humanitarian issues and interpersonal relationships.    -  The main 

objective is to build and promote more favorable image in the field of Intercultural Communication.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Portuguese 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Francês / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Carla CERQUIERA - PORTUGAL 

COMMUNICATION AND SOCIETY RESEARCH CENTRE  

UNIVERSITY OF MINHO  

carlaprec3@gmail.com / 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Carla Cerqueira is currently a postdoctoral grantee in Communication Sciences. She is also a researcher at the 

Communication and Society Research Centre (CECS), University of Minho, Portugal, where she is involved with the 

project “Gender in focus: social representations in Portuguese generalist newsmagazines”. She holds a Ph.D. in 

Communication Sciences, with a specialization in Communication Psychology. Her research interests include gender 

and media studies, feminist epistemology and technologies. Since October 2012, she has served as vice-chair of 

the Gender and Communication Section of the European Communication Research and Education Association 

(ECREA) and before that she was the Gender and Communication YECREA representative. She maintains an active 

involvement with diverse Portuguese non-governmental organisations that work with gender and human rights.  It 

is very important for me to participate in this Programme because my research project is about how NGOs that 

work with citizenship and gender issues communicate with mainstream media and how they use social media.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The Communication and Society Research Centre is a permanent research structure affiliated with the Institute of 

Social Sciences at the University of Minho. It was created in September 2002 to provide an institutional framework 

for integrating the growing body of research and the increasing number of researchers in the Department of 

Communication Sciences. CSRC aims to promote and strengthen the status of Communication Sciences within the 

framework of Social Sciences; to develop research on Communication Sciences within the Portuguese Speaking 

Countries; and to reinforce relations with similar organisations in Portugal and abroad.    Genera l Objectives  • 

contributing to the development of Communication Sciences in Portugal, through its own research programmes and 

projects; encouraging the continuing training of its members; cooperating with Universities and other higher 

education institutions;  • contributing to scientific exchange amongst research organisations and similar centres, 

both national and international (through common research projects, publications, organisation of colloquia and 

seminars; exchange of researchers; organisation of research courses and cosupervision of dissertations);  • 

promoting the articulation between research and postgraduate education projects;  • developing other activities 

geared towards services to the community, in articulation with research projects;  • p romoting and supporting the 

diffusion of research results;  • publishing the scientific journal (Journal 'Comunicação e Sociedade'), with an 

international editorial board and peer review system, and the Communication and Society Publishing Series (Series 

'Comunicação e Sociedade'). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to collaborate with organisations that are non-discriminatory guidelines for media. I would like to 

elaborate a good practices guide with the propose to explain the important o f diversity and non-discriminatory 

media contents. I am also available to help to evaluate existing media products.  - Understand the newsroom 

structure and journalistic practices (taking into account media concentration issues and the use of multimedia 

platforms);  Comprehend in what way citizenship and gender equality issues (including interconnections with other 

axis such as class, age, gender identity) come into play in the news agenda;   - Evaluate the extent to which the 

sex of professionals functions as a determining factor in the inclusion of particular news contents;   - Identify 

whether the selected media organisations have citizenship and gender equality policies relating to employment and 

representation;   - Create a good practice guide;  - Develop a critical awareness in journalism professionals, 

alerting them to the need of disseminating more diversified messages in the area of citizenship and gender 

equality, which can act as instigators of thought for citizens. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
Helping to evaluate media contents and create a good practices guide for media professionals that reflect the 

importance of non discriminatory and diverse contents.  I am a post-doctoral researcher and I am working with 

NGOs that work with citizenship and gender issues and journalists. I maintain an active involvement with diverse 

Portuguese and international non-governmental organisations that work with gender, human rights and media.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE Portuguese 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English (4) / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish (4) 
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Călin Tudor CRETU - ROMANIA 

UBB RADIO ONLINE  

calincretuubb@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a graduated student in English Journalism and currently studying Media Communication Master degree at 

Faculty of Political, Administrative and Communication Sciences at Babes-Bolyai University. During my studies, I 

have been involved in numerous EU funded projects such as VEHMED, School of Radio, MicroEuropa and Connect 

EUranet. I was also involved in Stundents' Newspaper team from Cluj-Napoca.     Recently, I have created with my 

colleague Madalina Hodorog a training program from students studying journalism at our faculty that involved two 

trainers in order for the activities to be conducted properly. The training is based on sessions of two hours each 

that focus on journalistic topics such as: how to write an article/radio news story, how to create radio and written 

press features, how to conduct an interview or how to edit materials in programs such as COOL EDIT. The main 

focus of the training was to help first year students of journalism to learn how to create journalistic materials 

based on objectivity and non-discrimination. The training consists in methods of non-formal education.    My 

motivation for participating at this exchange is that it offers me and my colleague the possibility of multiplying this 

form of training into other academic and non-academic organizations that focus on media. The training is an 

excellent example of good practices as it had received numerous positive feedback from the students involved. In 

this context, I believe that me and my colleague Madalina Hodorog will spread this tr aining tool to other colleagues 

abroad. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
UBB Radio Online is the Babes-Bolyai University's online radio that broadcasts for students. It offers students 

interested in journalism the possibility to create written and radio materia ls. Our organization is also involved in 

European projects on radio such as MicroEuropa and Connect Euranet that offers students the possibility to create 

radio materials on European topics.    UBB Radio Online is based on volunteering work, but it manages  to create 

new content everyday. With the help of the training tool mentioned above, UBB Radio offers students not only the 

possibility to create journalistic materials, but also to develop themselves personally and professionally.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I and my colleague Madalina Hodorog would like to have a good practice exchange with other NGOs and 

universities that are interested in non-formal education in journalism. We would like to collaborate with journalism 

trainers interested in helping students learn more about the field.    Therefore, we would like to collaborate with 

two other trainers from the same organization that have applied for this program.  In collaboration with my 

colleague Madalina Hodorog, we have created a training tool based on sessions of two hours each that focus on 

journalistic topics such as: how to write an article/radio news story, how to create radio and written press features, 

how to conduct an interview or how to edit materials in programs such as COOL EDIT PRO.     The objectives of 

the training is to help journalism students in correctly producing journalistic materials with focus on written press 

and radio.    On one hand, the expected result of the proposed exchange will be to share the good practices of  our 

training tool with other organization. On the other hand, another expected result will be in looking for improvement 

in our existing training tool. In this way, both organizations involved in the project will successfully gain new 

experience in working with journalism students. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

In collaboration with my colleague Madalina Hodorog, we have created a training tool based on sessions of two 

hours each that focus on journalistic topics such as: how to write an article/radio news story, how to create radio 

and written press features, how to conduct an interview or how to edit materials in programs such as COOL EDIT 

PRO.     I and my colleague have been involved in numerous EU funded projects such as Micro Europa, Connect 

Euranet, VEHMED, School of Radio and also Students' Newspaper from Cluj -Napoca. These projects helped us gain 

knowledge in the domain, but also in working with students.    As we have studied in English, the working 

language preferred is English, while the possible dates of exchanges are between 25th February 2014 and June 

1st.     If possible, we would like to collaborate with two journalism trainers from the same organization in the 

same country. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE Romanian OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Magdalena DANKOVA - CZECH REPUBLIC 

FACULTY OF SOCIAL STUDIES, MASARYK UNIVERSITY BRNO  

magdalena.dankova@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am student of the last year bachelor´s degree "Media studies and Journalism" at the Faculty of Social Studies, 

Masaryk University, Brno. One of the most important part of my study is gaining practice skills and verifing 

theoretical concepts that I have learned in courses.     I participated on different projects. I wrote for student 

website about student´s life in Brno and for website that informs graduates about working life. I also collected and 

prepared programmes for culture magazine and helped out with the preparation of Erasmus birthday in Brno 

(public relations).     I did my internship in a national Czech internet news –www.aktuálně.cz.     Last year I stayed 

for 9 months in France (Bordeaux), I studied there at the University of  Michel de Montaigne Bordeaux 3 - 

Communication Science. My bachelor thesis is related to this stay as I am writing articles about urban life style of 

young people in Bordeaux.    I am friendly, outgoing, open-minded and hard working person. And I would like to 

participate in this exchange because I am interested in everyday life style of different nations, cultures and 

communities. 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

As I am a Journalism student I stated my faculty/university as an organisation. The Faculty of Social Studies od 

Masaryk University Brno is young and energetic school. Department of Medial Studies and Journalism offer their 

students lot of different and interesting theoretical as well as pratical courses.     It´s up to every student in what 

he/she would like to be specialized. Department has their own radio, TV and website news.  As a student, you can 

lend different technical equipment for making your homeworks, use a cutting room or attend some workshop/ 

professional lecture.     Teachers are specialists in different areas of Media studies. There is a specialist for new 

and social media, community media sector, local and regional media, history or research  and analysing news 

contents.    One of the most important part of Journalism study at my university is practice, students are obliged to 

go through the internship in medias (12 weeks).     Version française:   Je suis une étudiante et c´est pourqoui j´ai 

indiqué ma université comme l´organisation. Université de Masaryk, Brno, surtout la Faculté des Sciences Sociales, 

est une école jeune et énergique. UFR d´Études des Medias et du Journalisme, offre leurs étudiantes beaucoup des 

cours théoretiques mais aussi pratique.    Ca dépend de chaque étudiant à ce qu´il /elle voudrait être spécialisé. Le 

départment a son propre radio, télé et un journal en ligne. En tant qu'étudiant, vous pouvez prêter l'équipement 

technique différente pour faire vos devoirs, utiliser une salle de découpe ou participer à certains ateliers / 

conférences professionnelles.    Les enseignants sont des spécialistes dans différents domaines d'études des 

médias. Il est un spécialiste des nouveaux médias et des réseaux sociaux, dans le secteur  des médias 

communautaires, des médias locaux et régionaux, dans l'histoire ou la recherche des médias et de l'analyse du 

contenu médiatique.   Une de la partie la plus importante de l'étude du journalisme à ma université est pratique, 

les étudiants sont obligés de passer par le stage dans les médias (12 semaines). 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to collaborate with some person/organisation that has similar interests and that can give me some 

journalistic advice, share his/her professional experiences, is able to work in team and not just alone and last but 

not least, has a passion for his work.     As I do not know much about making TV/radio news I would appreciate to 

work with somebody that would show me how does it work and teach me a bit of his/her craft. But I am open to 

classical journalistic writing as well.  As I am interested in life style of different communities it would be great to 

work with somebody that is interested in this area as well.  Video/audio/written reportage/story about local life-

style of chosen minorities/communities in each country. Show their traditions, everyday life, problems, participation 

in the public space and the relationship between them and their surroundings.     The aim of the project/product 

should be to show viewers/readers that multicultural society enriches our personality and  environment. Project 

also should allow people to learn more about their neighbours . 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I am Czech student of Journalism and I am looking for somebody that would like to work with me on a project that 

will deal with the everyday life style of different communities in our countries. I am open -minded, friendly and hard 

working person, with experiences in website news writing (local student´s website , internship in a national Czech 

internet news). I am interested in community medias and the way of living of different social groups.    I speak 

English and French and I am able to write in both languages. I spent 9 months in France and I was volunteer in  

the International Student Club of the Masaryk university.    If you are interested and would like to work with me on 

some interesting project, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

MOTHER TONGUE Czech OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Sean DODSON - UNITED KINGODM 

LEEDS METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY  

s.dodson@leedsmet.ac.uk / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

ean Dodson is a senior lecturer and course leader of Journalism at Leeds Metropolitan University. He has 

contributed to the Guardian for ten years and recently wrote a chapter The Phone Hacking Scandal: Journalism on 

Trial (2012). He is an  Editorial Board Member of the International Research Journal of Journalism and Mass 

Communication (IRJJMC)He was a judge on The Orwell Prize 2012, Britain’s most prestigious prize for political 

writing. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Either a newsroom (newspaper, website) that is developing best practice/ ethical codes for journalism on the 

internet. Or another journalism department who is researching/teaching journalism ethics for the internet.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Either practicing journalists who are developing ethical codes for the internet and would be interested in being the 

subjects for an ethnographic study and/or semi-structured interviews. Or another university researcher/lecturer 

who is developing material for students about the best ethical practice on the inte rnet. Seeking partner 

organisation involved in the development of best ethical practice for journalism on the internet. This would either 

be a working newsroom where I could observe and interact with journalists as they produce work online or another 

university or research department where I could could conduct peer observation with other media academics and 

give guest lectures centered on my research into ethical behaviour by journalists on the internet.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
The internet is changing journalism but the ethical codes to regulate its behaviour remain in the past. I'm an 

academic researcher interested in analysing the ethics of internet journalism and am looking to observe working 

newsrooms and interview journalists who are developing the new codes through best practice. Equally I am keen to 

share and discuss with other media academics my work and offer my services as a guest lecturer.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Mariapia EBREO - ITALY 

FREELANCE  

mariapiaebreo@gmail.com /mariapiaebreo.wix.com/mariapiaebreo 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Mariapia Ebreo is a journalist who also works in the field of communications. With a B.A. in Italian literature, with a 

thesis on the ethimological research, held in Saarbruecken, with Professor Pfister. Then she started to work in 

journalism domain, and get a MBA in Communication, in Milan (Accademia di Comunicazione). Since then, she has 

worked for many local and internationals projects (Interreg IV, Legambiente, CONI, etc) and launched the first 

satellite channel dedicated to Public Administration in Italy (Administra. it) At the present, she runs many relevant 

projects both in press and communication domains. Coordinator for TEDxMatera, she also runs the press and 

communication office of TedxTransmedia in Rome (2012 and 2013 editions). Since 2009 she also has participat ed 

in the Marketing Conference 2.0 in Paris. With relevant skills in Social Media Strategies, she has written for La 

Nuova Ecologia, Gazzetta dell'Economia, ACMChannel, AIPINews, 360.com and Wired.it, and is actually attending to 

the London School of Journalism post graduate online course. Mariapia is also co-autor of the book "Vi racconto il 

TG1" (2012) edited by RaiEri. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Mariapia Ebreo is a journalist who also works in the field of communications. With a B.A. in Italian literatu re, with a 

thesis on the ethimological research, held in Saarbruecken, with Professor Pfister. Then she started to work in 

journalism domain, and get a MBA in Communication, in Milan (Accademia di Comunicazione). Since then, she has 

worked for many local and internationals projects (Interreg IV, Legambiente, CONI, etc) and launched the first 

satellite channel dedicated to Public Administration in Italy (Administra.it) At the present, she runs many relevant 

projects both in press and communication domains. She runs the press and communication office of 

TedxTransmedia in Rome (2012 and 2013 editions). Since 2009 she also has participated in the Marketing 

Conference 2.0 in Paris. With relevant skills in Social Media Strategies, she has written for La Nuova Ecol ogia, 

Gazzetta dell'Economia, ACMChannel, AIPINews, 360.com and Wired.it, and is actually attending to the London 

School of Journalism post graduate online course. Mariapia is also co-autor of the book "Vi racconto il TG1" (2012) 

edited by RaiEri. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I'd like to work with an international organization that works on video and online projects  Produce  videos that can 

tell a story about small towns, that have secrets and old tales to tell. The target is to preserve those stories from 

the oblivion, a social research that is linguistic, and also about new/old stories  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

If you live in a special place, and you're still fascinated by the stories, and tales, and little misteries, than we cou ld 

work togheter in making video stories about those tales ;) 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Francois 
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Fatima EL ISSAWI - UNITED KINGDOM 

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS  

f.el-issawi@lse.ac.uk / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a fellow at POLIS, the journalism and society think tank in the Department of Media and Communications at 

the London School of Economics (LSE). I am  leading the research project on 'Arab revolutions: Media Revolutions' 

looking at the transformations in the Arab media industry under transitional political phases within the current 

uprisings. I have s over 15 years of experience in covering the Middle East for international media outlets. I also 

work as an independent journalist, analyst and trainer in the Arab world.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

POLIS is the LSE's media think-tank, a part of the Department of Media and Communications aimed at working 

journalists, people in public life and students in the UK and around the world. POLIS is the place where journalists 

and the wider world can examine and discuss the media and its impact on society.  

http://www.lse.ac.uk/media@lse/Polis/about/home.aspx 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I al looking to work with a colleague from  an academic institution  with an interest in Arab media and 

democratization. In my current research project, I am looking into diversitry and how it is understood and applied 

by journalists in their daily production, mainly political diversity and representation of opposional views, gender 

and minorities. I look forward to working with a colleague with similar interests from a German academic institution 

(Berlin in preference) The proposed exchange will lead to the production of a paper/study on how diversity is 

embedded in the production of journalists (political fairness and representation on gender/minotities) based on my 

empirical reseach in the so called Arab Spring countries. The paper will have a comparative focus with  media 

practices in German traditional newsrooms. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
Project idea: Political divesity and fairness in traditional media: comparative case study  Professional and personal 

data: Based in London, I am a researcher in media practices under transitions with expertise in Arab media.  

Working languages: Arabic, French, English  Possible dates for the exchange: June 2014  f.el -Issawi@lse.ac.uk 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Arabic 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES English 
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Oscar GARCIA - SPAIN 

RADIO MALVA, 104.9 FM  

cosanostra@riseup.net /radiomalva.org 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

With little more than 17 years I started in a public radio station in my city, Manises, from the first moment I caught 

the magic microphone and the idea of informing people of what is happening and to collaborate in building a better 

world. That's why I studied journalism and radio've had other experiences. I have participated in a project, Horn 

Radio, community radio in Bolivia with street kids, and for a little over a year reaches Malva Radio, here in the city 

of Valencia, in the neighborhood of Cabanyal. I am convinced that the radio can be a tool for inclusion in an area, 

like the one station where there are enough problems of coexistence between different social groups. I think the 

mediator and unifying role of the radio, so I think very interesting to participate in this project.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Malva Radio is a free radio station with more than 15 years of history. It has always been linked to Marítims 

Poblats city of Valencia, and within its objectives are the participation of radio in the life and development of the 

neighborhood, in addition to getting people to see the radio as a tool to communicate and communicate all that 

they deem important. Within the working groups of the committee there radio broadcast and participation where 

the courses of which we in the project we are proposing are included. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Whith Ignacio Irigoien of NEARfm radio station, Dublín, Ireland.  To train as many members of our communities to 

be media literate is one of the 'weapons' that community media use to empower their communities to be media 

savvy and also to be able change how the media, and by extension society in general, represents them. Voices that 

are in many cases misrepresented, or at least under represented, by commercial and public media are given the 

opportunity to turn the tables and become the media. Community organisations and individuals learn the ropes of 

what goes behind the production of the media content that they consume. Senior citizens, young adults, persons 

with disabilities, prisoners or ex-prisoners, single parents, immigrants, people without formal education, sexual 

minorities and many others have the opportunity to have their say. We hope that with this project we will 

encourage further involvement of minority groups in our respective organisations. The product will be produced in 

Spanish for broadcasting in Radio Malva and to be shared with the Latin American Solidarity Centre in Dublin so t o 

try to encourage the participation of the Spanish speaking community in NEARfm.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
We are a free radio meet others interested in radio work in Europe the issue of radio as a means of transforming 

society by raising awareness of the operation and use of the radio part of citizens 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Spanish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES italian 
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Luca GAROSI - ITALY 

SCUOLA DI GIORNALISMO RADIOTELEVISIVO DI PERUGIA  

luca.garosi@centrogiornalismo.it /www.centrogiornalismo.it 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a journalist of RAI, but for some years I have been training for young people who want to pursue this 

profession. I teach online journalism and I'm the educational coordinator of the School of Journalism in Perugia  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The School of Journalism in Perugia is part of the Centre for Education in Journalism, every two years since 1992, 

25 journalists are trained practitioners. In the Center are also held training courses and professional training for 

journalists 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would love to work with some journalism professor who teaches in a school like mine. I am very curious to know 

about training tools to other countries, especially in Spain Vorrei imparare a usare nuovi strumenti e nuovi 

linguaggi giornalistici, osservare come si insegna all'estero 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I'm interested to learn about other School of Journalism (mainly in Spain), like mine. I'd like to know how the 

lessons are, wich tools are used, which media are producted 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Spanish / OTHER LANGUAGES English 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
 

 

 

 

MEDIANE   
Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness 

 

 
Marie GICQUEL - FRANCE 

INSTITUT PRATIQUE DE JOURNALISME  

mh.gicquel@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Before i went to College La Sorbonne, i had been studying for three years in classe preparatoire. This is a special 

curriculum that prepares students to the entrance in highly selective graduate schools. I really liked that I had the 

opportunity to study different fields such as philosophy geography… Concerning English in classe prepratoire we 

had press reviews every week about English speaking countries so we studied carefully the last American elections 

and I got enabled to focus on the American culture, the relationship between politics and religion and also the 

impact of politicians’ private life on the public political stage. Despite the fact that classes were really intense I 

always kept in mind that I had to be aware of what was happening all around the world and not only in france. 

Now, after literature studies, i've just begin to study journalism in IPJ.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I'm working for several organization. My school of journalism and a website "zonecritique". I would like to study 

the cutural world of european countries and realize some documentary about old cities and their history.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I don't know a portuguese journalist yet I would like to work on cultural and history aspects of Lisboa. I have to 

define more precisely my project. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would like to work in Lisboa because i fell in love with this city and i'm very interesting of the culture and 

patriotism of this country. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Beatriz GOMEZ DIAZ - SPAIN 

FSC CCOO  

gomezdiazbeatriz@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I got a degree in Geography and History from Universidad Complutense de Madrid in xxxx.  I have worked as a 

video editor for CTVE since 1984.  I am responsible for Equal Opportunities for CTVE and FSM.  I have been a 

volunteer for COGAM LGTB since 2001. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
The State Sector Media, Arts, Culture and Sports Federation of Citizen Services CCOO is the federal sectoral 

organization of FSC-CCOO most representative shows advantage in their field and currently has approximately 

10,000 members.    Who brings?    All employees, workers and professionals whose work takes place within one of 

these areas:    Daily newspapers, non-daily newspapers, free newspapers, digital media, news agencies, radio, 

television, video production, film exhibition and distribution, advertising agencies, outdoor and direct mail, 

orchestras, theaters, artists, musicians, clubs and marinas, professional athletes, and bullfighting arenas, 

amusement parks and zoos, and private museums    What are your values?    The principles underlying its actions 

constitute a democratic, protest and class unionism, independent unit, men and women, sociopolitical and 

internationalist.    First union strength    The State Sector Media, Arts, Culture and Sports of the FSC -CCOO 

majority is in its scope, both in small firms (0-50 workers) and medium (50 to 250 employees) and large (over 250 

workers), revalidating again As the first union strength, achieving 1,998 delegates, representing 44% of the total.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Pamela Moliniere  IFJ WORK ON GENDER 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

to study gender equality in orher trade unioin 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

SPANISH 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE ENGLISH / OTHER LANGUAGES FRENCH 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Mathilde GRACIA - FRANCE 

IPJ  

mgracia09@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Mathilde and I am 23. After graduating from highschool I studied for a year at Phillips Academy, 

Andover, USA. Afterwards, I returned to France and began studying international relations, European institutions, 

journalism in an Institute of Political Sciences. Then I went on a university exchange programme in Santiago, Chile, 

where I started studying journalism.   I am now studying at the IPJ Dauphine School in Paris. During the summer 

of 2013, I did an internship at the website : arretsurimages.net, which analises media practices through journalistic 

investigations, TV programs and short articles. I have always been interested in diversity, the integration of 

minorities and social movements. As a journalist I understand why media representation matters. I also love 

sharing journalistic experiences with foreigners in order to get to know the social and political systems of other 

countries. That is why I am applying for this program. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
IPJ Dauphine is a prestigious French journalism school based in Paris. It is committed to promoting diversity in the 

media. They teach courses on discrimination, and intend to raise awareness on such issues among the student 

body. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I am willing to work with any journalist from a country member of the Council of Europe.   As I am fluent in 

Spanish, I would preferably work in Spain, but I a lso speak English fluently, so I would be able to work with 

anyone in countries that are part of the Council of Europe.  I intend to produce relevant work about the integration 

of minorities. The long term purpose of that exchange is to become familiar with  social issues and be able to report 

on them.  I would also like to keep in touch with the journalist I work with in order to maintain our collaboration in 

the future. I hope to learn a lot and will do my best to be useful to the purpose of the Mediane pro ject. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

My name is Mathilde and I am 23. I studied journalism in the USA, Chile, and I am now studying at the journalism 

school IPJ Dauphine in Paris. I specialise in environment issues and I am interested in the integration  of minority 

groups in society and social movements.   You can see what I do on my website : mathildegracia.wordpress.com, 

where I publish in English, French and Spanish and you can find me on Twitter : @MathildeGracia.   I worked  for 

the French website : arretsurimages.net, which analises media practices through journalistic investigations. In Chile 

I worked for   : http://www.eldinamo.cl/ an online daily newspaper. I focused on social protests for free education 

in Chile.   I would preferably work with journalists from Spain or Great Britain but I am interested in any member 

country of the Council of Europe.  My mother tongue is French and I am fluent in Spanish and English.   

Availability, to be confirmed : February 2014 22nd until March the 2nd / April 12th to 27th.   I am looking forward 

to hearing from you.   Best regards,   Mathilde Gracia 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Lotte HAASE - THE NETHERLANDS 

MUG MAGAZINE/KOFFER EN BLIK MEDIAPRODUCTIES/ FREELANCE  

lotte.haase@kofferenblik.nl /lottehaase.yolasite.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My interest in cultures lead me to study Cultural Anthropology, which i finished off with a specialization in Visual 

Anthropology. After graduation I started my own company Koffer en Blik Mediaproducties, where I combine my 

interest in cultures with audiovisuals. I for example edited a series of interviews accompanying a photo exhibition 

about living conditions of students around the world, and I made a series of video portraits about young people 

with multiple cultural backgrounds for a European organization in Brussels. I also work as a journalist for a 

magazine. I have 2 fixed items, 1 about projects started for and by people in neighborhoods, and 1 about activities 

you can do for free in Amsterdam.   I would like to participate in the MEDIANE programme  because i want to learn 

about new ways of including diversity in the use of media production in a non-stereotyping way. I am also very 

curious to learn more about diversity and it's representation in Estonia.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Koffer en Blik mediaproducties makes video portraits and documentaries about cultural and social topics. We are 

influenced by methodologies used in Visual Anthropology: we take our time and observe well. Because of our 

interest in diversity, this is naturally well covered in the work we do. We have worked with people of dif ferent 

ethnicities and nationalities, we've made video portraits of people with autism portraying them at work and in their 

daily life, and recently made visuals for a theater project that involves people with a handicap.    Mug Magazine is 

a magazine in Amsterdam meant for people with low income. Although many people with low income are colored, 

they are not very well represented within the magazine. Therefore I think it would be good to use the Mediane 

project for an article for this magazine. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with Enrico Barone. Enrico works as a photographer and videographer, and studies at a film 

and media school in Tallinn, Estonia. Besides that he also followed courses in Anthropology. I  think Enrico is a 

good photographer, and we could complement each other in making a text + photo reportage.   Enrico is an Italian 

living since 7 years in Estonia, so he is a kind of insider/outsider himself. The fact that television producers call him 

whenever they need a macho south European actor for a television series is already an interesting fact.    About 

BFM:  The Tallinn University Baltic Film and Media School (BFM) offers hands-on university degree courses in Film 

Arts, Crossmedia Production, and Audiovisual Media.  At BFM, we believe in learning by doing. Our focus is on 

professional hands-on training designed for international careers in the world’s rapidly growing audiovisual and 

media industry. We would like to make a text + photo reportage which is related with people with low income so it 

can be (partly) placed in the magazine I work for. The low income group is a minority in itself that is starting to 

get bigger in the Netherlands, but which is still not very well represented in the general media. The magazin e I 

work for does represent this group, but they mostly cover white people. Through participating in Mediane, talking 

about it and writing an article I expect to change my habits when going out to write an article and to raise 

awareness about diversity within the redaction of the magazine. Also i expect to learn about intercultural dialogue 

in the process of working together in Estonia (and the Netherlands), and to learn from seeing differences and 

similarities. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

- 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Dutch 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Alexandra HADERLEIN - GERMANY 

NÜRNBERGER NACHRICHTEN  

alexandra.haderlein@yahoo.de / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I was born on 7th of March1988 in Nuremberg. Nine years later, I've started to "work" for media (for an children -

radio programme of the public-service broadcasting service in Bavaria). Afterward I have written for the school 

magazine and done some radio-segments for different radio programmes. After finishing school, I've studied 

journalism (minor subjects: politics and economics) at the university of applied science in Ansbach, Bavaria. In this 

time I've passed almost six months in Berlin at the "Financial Times Germany" and the newspaper of the German 

Parliament. Meanwhile I'm working since over one year at the "Nürnberger Nachrichten" and beeing voluntary 

assistant chairman of the section "Young Journalists" in the professional group "Bayerischer Journalisten Verband". 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I'm working for the regional newspaper "Nürnberger Nachrichten". It's one of the three biggest in Bavaria, 

Germany (among the "Süddeutsche Zeitung" and the "Augsburger Allgemeine"). As a trainee journalist I'm working 

for two years in different resorts (economics, politics, local journalism, culture et cetera).  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
My requested exchange partner, is a journalist round about my age. At its best he or she (equal) is working as a 

(print?) journalist in Turkey, Spain, France or Italy - but of course any other european country gladly as well. 

Someone who's open-minded, able to get enthusiastic and keen on socialising like me would be really great! The 

possible periode for this exchange is from now until the 1st of november 2014.  I am open to all and don't have a 

fixed issue in mind, because diversity inclusiveness is such a big word, which offers many opportunities to 

contemplate. My first aim for this exchange is to get in contact with people from a different country, to learn more 

about their daily life, their media-working, their country et cetera and thereby learn more about diversity and 

inclusiveness. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm Alexandra (26) from Nuremberg, Germany. I like the european idea and I am crazy about international 

encounters since I've lived in a really big international flat share. Meanwhile, I'm working as a trainee journalist at 

one of the biggest regional newspapers in Southgermany. For the exchange I don't have a fixed issue because 

diversity inclusiveness is a big word, which offers many opportunities to contemplate and which should be adapted 

to the particular countries of the exchange-participants, shouldn't it? I can speak german, english, spanish and 

french - and being good in pantomime! ;) If you are round about my age, perhaps from Spain, Tukrey, France or 

Italy (even every other european country gladly as well!!!), have time until the 1st o f november 2014 and like to 

cooperate for this exchange programme with a young women, who's open-minded, able to get enthusiastic and 

keen on socialising, contact me! ;) 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish and French 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Eric HEGMANN - GERMANY 

FREELANCE  

eric_hegmann@yahoo.de /www.eric-hegmann.de 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Areas of expertise: Stationary and mobile Internet, web TV, gaming, digital business models, internet strategies, 

online journalism, online marketing, ecommerce, social web, social networking, branding, international rollout, 

product development, magazine development, app development (iOS, Android), conception. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
In the past ten years I published more than ten books (fiction & non fiction) mainly about relationship and dating 

(f.e. Random House, Eichborn). I’m a senior counsultant and speaker for Parship, one of Europe’s biggest online 

dating service (Holtzbrinck) for straight, lesbian and gay singles. I am one of the most quoted experts on dating 

on- and offline in Germany. Interviews have been published in any German newspapers, magazines, radio and TV 

stations. I hosted my own dating show „Herzensg’schichten“ 2012 at Bayerischer Rundfunk. Work samples of 

publications, recordings and clippings are listed on my Facebook author page: 

www.facebook.com/Autor.Eric.Hegmann 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I'd like to work with someone who is interested in a scientific approach to neurosexism, gender theories and queer 

and divercity role models. F.e. a closer look at the latest neuroscience study of sex differences. The study in 

question, published in PNAS, used a technology called diffusion tensor imaging to model the structural connectivity 

of the brains of nearly a thousand young people, ranging in age from eight to 22. It hit the popular press and has 

inspired some familiar headlines. The hardwired difference between male and female brains could explain why men 

are “better at map reading” (And why women are “better at remembering a conversation”). It reads a bit like Men 

are from Mars, Women from Venus. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I'd like to work with someone who is interested in a scientific approach to neurosexism, gender theories and queer 

and divercity role models.   F.e. a closer look at the latest neuroscience study of sex differences. The study in 

question, published in PNAS, used a technology called diffusion tensor imaging to model the structural connectivity 

of the brains of nearly a thousand young people, ranging in age from eight to 22. It hit the popular press and has 

inspired some familiar headlines. The hardwired difference between male and female brains could explain why men 

are “better at map reading” (And why women are “better at remembering a conversation”). It reads a bit like Men 

are from Mars, Women from Venus. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Kristina HRISTOVA - BULGARIA 

ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN JOURNALISTS- BULGARIA  

kristinahri@gmail.com /www.aej-bulgaria.org 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am President od the Association of European Journalists-Bulgaria and project manager of Evropa.Dnevnik.bg, the 

web site of Dnevnik Daily, consacreted on EU issues. For my work as journalist, I have been awarded th ree times 

by the Representation of the European Commission in Bulgaria, with Robert Schuman Award for Journalism, 

category Internet. I studied International Relations in Sofia, and Political science and Political Sociology in Paris.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

AEJ Bulgaria is a member of the international Association of European Journalists , which gathers journalists from 

30 countries.    About the Association of European Journalists    Across Europe, the AEJ brings together individual 

journalists through their membership of national sections. As an independent and self -funding association, AEJ 

promotes critical journalism in the European integration process; and defend the freedom of information and 

freedom of the press in Europe. The AEJ offers journalists the chance to be part of our professional and social 

network. The association  is an official Observer in the Council of Europe’s Media Steering Committee.  About AEJ -

Bulgaria  We believe that the journalism is a profession of high value and want the Bulgarian journalists to be 

satisfied and proud of their work. We also believe that the media should be not just a power, but a power for 

positive change, and that the new technologies should make as not only acitve forummers, but moreover – active 

citizens! 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a representative of media ethics organisation, self regulatory body or expert on self 

regulation and ethics in the media. The media environment in Bulgaria is suffering from deficit of self regulation in 

the media - very few media are respecting the code of ethics. The hate speach is very common in the media and 

have already offline consequences. The aim of our organisation is to find a working mechanisme to create 

conditions for self regulation and respect of the code of ethics. We want to make a research on the good wokring 

pracitces in this area. That is why my proposal consist of making research of good practices in the area of self 

regulation, with focus on the new media. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Journalistic ethic - good practices with focus on new media  Kristina Hristova, President, Association of European 

Journalists-Bulgaria  English or French  Possible dates for exchange: 25-30 August 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Aiert IRIARTE - SPAIN 

ANTXETA IRRATIA  

aiertiriarte@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I studied Journalism in EHU/UPV Basque Public University in Bilbao. I had some practices in a local television called 

Canal Bizkaia and in the Newspaper Berria, the only one written entirely in basque language.  I've been working for 

two years in Antxeta Irratia, were we carry on different projects concerning multiculturalism, mainly with an 

asociation called Adiskidetuak, that works in the integration of migrant comunities in the area of Irun.  My main 

motivation is to see the diferencies of this multicultural work between our area and another european country, and 

bring some new ideas that could also be useful for us. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Antxeta Irratia is a Comunity Radio located in the northern part of the Basque Country, just in the border between 

France ad Spain. It's main objective was to create a link between the basque speakers of the area, and give voice 

to the different groups that aren't normally mentioned in the mass media: women, inmigrants, ecologists...  

Antxeta Irratia c'est un Radio Comunautaire qui se trouve de la coté Nor du Pays Basque, juste en la frontiere 

entre la France et l'Espagne. La radio fait part d'une federation de rquatre radios, qui veut diffuser la culture 

basque dans tout le territoire du Pays Basque Nord.  Le but principale de la radio c'est de créer une lien entre les 

utilizateurs de basque de la region, et doné la parole aux groupes que normalement ont pas d'espaces dans les 

mass media: femmes, inmigrantes, ecologistes... 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I have a media partner  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Basque 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Spanish / OTHER LANGUAGES English 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Anil ISIK - CYPRUS 

CYPRUS TODAY 

KIBRIS MEDIA GROUP  

anilisik77@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am working as a journalist for an English language bi-weekly Cyprus Today in the northern part of Cyprus. I have 

been writing articles on issues that range from everyday incidents affecting the lives of ordinary people to key 

events of domestic politics with repercussions potentially reaching even beyond the boundaries of the divided 

island. I completed Master of Arts in Contemporary European Studies in the University of Sussex as a scholarship 

student on September 2010. I had previously worked as an editor and correspondent for a Turkish Cypriot daily 

KIBRIS Newspaper in North Cyprus and also as a part-time journalist at the Turkish Department of the Cyprus 

News Agency in the Southern Cyprus. My experience in journalism on both sides of island has given me the 

opportunity to participate in various bi-communal and international meetings, training and seminars as a journalist, 

which has allowed me to observe how such events can be helping developing skills and knowledge of the 

journalists. I strongly value the objectives of MEDIANE Programme to improve journalistic abilities on diversity and 

non-discrimination through this programme. I think this programme will give me taste of experiencing diverse 

practices of journalism and a chance to create further networking with journalists in other coun tries. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Cyprus Today is Northern Cyprus's most widely read English language newspaper, published on Wednesdays and 

Saturdays. It functions under Kibris Media Group, which also have a Turkish daily Kibris Newspaper as well as a 

radio and tv channel. With its multi-national staff, it provides up-to-date news, analysis, focused on various issues 

from North and South Cyprus as well as international news, entertainment and sport. We continuously keep 

diversity and non-discrimination issues on the agenda. In parallel to this, most of my work is focus writing stories 

and in-depth analyses on immigration, asylum, human trafficking, gender and LGBT matters concerning human 

rights – from an international and European perspective. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to collaborate with a colleague from a media organization, which has similar journalistic skills and 

profile.  Having worked as a journalist on both sides of the island which brought me one step closed to being a ble 

to contribute in some way to the reconciliation of relations between two communities and reunification of island 

and having an interest in gender issues, I would like to find an opportunity to observe the similarities and 

differences between Northern Ireland and Cyprus-the last divided country in the EU, particularly with a focus on 

the role of women in the peace process. I have a special interest in researching, covering, and advocating for 

human rights issues, women rights and gender equality in particular. Although awareness on these issues in the 

north have recently begun to develop, it is still very limited at the political spectrum. I am interested in finding 

about the impact of role of woman at the peace processes. I think this would broaden my horizon on the issue and 

equip me to contribute the reconciliation process of the two communities in the island and to the solution of the 

Cyprus problem. And I also believe that it would provide a good chance to exchange information and network with 

journalist with similar interest in other EU countries. Moreover, I could share my knowledge and experiences to my 

own country with colleagues. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I have special interest in covering immigration, asylum, human trafficking, gender and LGBT matters concerning 

human rights – from an international and European perspective. I would like to broaden my horizon on the role of 

women and gender awareness at peace processes. My working languages is English. I am open to talk about 

possible dates for the exchange. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Turkish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Andres JOESAAR - ESTONIA 

ESTONIAN PUBLIC BROADCASTING / TALLINN UNIVERSITY BALTIC FILM AND MEDIA SCHOOL  

andres.joesaar@tlu.ee / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Andres Jõesaar wrote PhD thesis “EU media policy and survival of public service broadcasting in Estonia 1994–

2010” in the Institute of Journalism and Communication at the University of Tartu in 2011. Jõesaar started working 

for Estonian Radio and Television in the 1980s. He was one of the  founding members of the private commercial 

television channel ‘Reklaamitelevisioon’, later the general director commercial television channel TV3. From 2000 - 

2011 he worked as the director for the on-line and mobile content services in the Estonian branch of the 

international telecommunication company Tele2. In 2000-2012 Jõesaar has been a member of and the chairman of 

the Council of the Estonian Public Broadcasting. He has been a member of the Council of Europe’s expert groups 

and active in other various national and international expert and working groups. At present he is associate 

professor and head of crossmedia production curriculum at Tallinn University Baltic Film and Media School and 

head of media research at Estonian National Public Broadcasting. Main research areas are media policy and 

economy, public broadcasting and new media/media convergence. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Eesti Rahvusringhääling (ERR) – Estonian Public Broadcasting – is a publicly funded radio and television 

organisation created in Estonia on 1 June 2007 to take over the functions of the formerly separate Eesti Raadio 

(ER) (Estonian Radio) and Eesti Televisioon (ETV) (Estonian Television). ERR broadcast two TV and five radio 

channels.    The Tallinn University Baltic Film and Media School (BFM) offers hands -on university degree courses in 

Film Arts, Crossmedia Production, and Audiovisual Media. With over 400 students from more than 20 countries 

worldwide, BFM is one of Europe’s largest – and Northern Europe’s only – English-language film and media school. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Broadvasters, media research institutions, universities media and audience research 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

media and audience research 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Estonian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Russian 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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V. Cristian JURJI - ROMANIA 

WEST CITY RADIO TIMISOARA  

cristianjurji@yahoo.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Graduated from the faculty of law and a master's degree in human rights work in media for over 20 years in a local 

radio station and is Preesident of the National Association of Local Radio Stations from Romania.  We are also 

calling on third term as board AMARC Euroapa -Community radios. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
It is the first private radio station in Romania who won the competitions a broadcast license in Romania.  It 

remained the only community radio station intro over  500 000 people with the editorial staff of 18 employees and 

is a member of the national association of local radios Romania.  Over the 20 years of broadcasting was an actor 

importastnt regarding community service being an excellent communicator between state institutions and residents 

of Timisoara.  It was the catalyst and the initiator of a large number of community se rvice projects playing a 

decisive role in their successful completion. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

We are happy to work with any partner in the European space we convinced that we can help each other by 

sharing experience We are happy to work with any partner in the European space we convinced that we can help 

each other by sharing experience 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

We are a local radio emitting over 20 years in the most beautiful and largest city in the west of the country 

Timisora Romania.  We would be glad to share the experiences of any organization wishing to know the work of 

local radios from Romania and  to discover our superb places to get in touch with traditions and port of this 

wonderful country, and not least how to make more friends 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Romania 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Engleza / OTHER LANGUAGES German 
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Simon KAMM - PORTUGAL 

LUSA – AGENCIA DE NOTICIAS DE PORTUGAL  

szkamm@lusa.pt / 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have been working as a journalist for the Portuguese News Agency LUSA for almost seven years now. I have 

worked at the National desk where I mainly covered social matters (poverty/welfare, immigration, asylum and 

other issues concerning human rights). Currently I am at the International & Africa desk, where besides 

international politics and European issues, I continue to write about the social issues – although more from an 

international perspective. Between 2011 and 2012 I was granted a European Journalism Fellowship at the 

International Center for Journalism of the Freie Universität Berlin, where I finished my research project: "Pain and 

Suffering in the News Media". I have also worked as a freelancer for several German newspapers and as a foreign 

correspondent for the euro|topics press review since April 2012.   My motivations to participate in the Exchange 

are: a) the possibility to work with other journalists/media professional concerned  with the issues of discrimination 

and media diversity inclusiveness; b) to learn new tools, practices and guidelines which help improve my 

work/knowledge on those issues; c) find an exchange partner interested in working on the issues of "how does the 

economic crisis affect the coverage of diversity" and the "additional challenges that journalists face covering these 

issues in crisis-stricken countries", and d) the possibility of working with a partner in his/her country, learning from 

his/her work and organization. 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Lusa’s mission, as the sole Portuguese national news agency, is the gathering, production and distribution of news 

to a wide range of users (national and international media organisations, private and public sector organisations of 

all kinds) and the supply of a public information service to the Portuguese State. LUSA offers its service to a wide 

range of national, regional and local newspapers + radio stations, public and private TVnetworks and internet 

portals) and therefore decisively influences the public agenda and the public’s perception in Portugal, not only on 

what subject are seen as important, but also on how a specific issue is approached and mediated.  

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would definitely like to work with a journalist (or editor in chief) with experience (on the ground) converging 

issues such as immigration, asylum and minorities – not only from a national but also international perspective. The 

media outlet is not that important, though I would prefer that someone to be from press (newspaper, or online) – 

or a TV-reporter who works on stories and features on these issues. It would be interesting in working with a 

media professional who also lives and works in a 'crisis stricken country' (Greece, Ireland, Spain, Italy) in order to 

work on the idea “economic crisis versus coverage of diversity –what additional challenges for journalists?” But a 

different 'northern' perspective from someone from the UK or Germany could also be of interest. I would be glad if 

someone was interested in working with me on this topic.  As mentioned above, I would like to work with a partner 

on a sort of case study/media outlet analysis to understand how economic crisis affects (positive/negative?) the 

coverage of non-discrimination content and diversity inclusiveness in countries which currently face serious 

economic and social problems (Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland or Italy). This 'case study' could for example look 

at how the mediation of diversity contents in specific media outlets has evolved over time/during the escalation of 

the crisis. Is more importance given to these issues (which are already hard to get into the media in a non -crisis 

situation) or are there more likely to disappear – seen as no priority since there are more important issues that 

concern and affect the 'domestic' population? It would be also interesting to look at if/how specifically the 

portrayals of immigrants, asylum-seekers or minorities have changed (one of ours – or scapegoat, as unfortunately 

has happened not only in Greece). What do journalist/other media professional think about that? What additional 

efforts and practices can/must be taken in these countries to guarantee the inclusion of diversity? What guidelines 

and practices can be found to alter the situation? As Greece is a major immigration entry point into the EU and due 

to recent events - it would be a great place to start looking at all these issues… 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I have been working as a journalist for the Portuguese News Agency LUSA, in Lisbon, since 2006. I started at the 

National desk where I mainly covered social matters (immigration, asylum and other issues concerning human 

rights). Currently I am working at the International & Africa desk, where besides international politics and 

European issues, I continue to write about social issues. I also have worked as a freelancer for several German 

newspapers and as a foreign correspondent. I’m looking for an exchange partner interested in understanding how 

economic crisis affects the coverage of non-discrimination content and diversity inclusiveness in countries which 

currently face serious economic and social problems (Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland or Italy)  

MOTHER TONGUE German and Portuguese 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Jan KAMPMANN - GERMANY 

SÜDWESTRUNDFUNK  

jankampmann87@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Studied a Bachelor in History and Journalism in Germany and graduated with a Master of Arts in International 

Journalism from Birmingham City University in the UK. As part of my studies I got in  touch with MARS, the 

predecessor of MEDIANE. My final project dealt with diversity in the media and so I continued visiting MARS 

conferences and taking part in the respective exchange programs.     I have a professional background as a print, 

TV and radio journalist. Right now, I'm working as an online news editor for the second biggest public broadcaster 

of First German Television. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Südwestrundfunk (SWR, "Southwest Broadcasting") is a regional public broadcasting corporation serving the 

southwest of Germany, specifically the federal states of Baden-Württemberg and Rhineland-Palatinate. The 

corporation has main offices in three cities: Stuttgart, Baden-Baden and Mainz, with the director's office being in 

Stuttgart. It is a part of the ARD consortium. It broadcasts on two television channels and six radio channels, with 

its main television and radio office in Baden-Baden and regional offices in Stuttgart and Mainz. It is (after WDR) 

the second largest broadcasting organization in Germany. SWR, with a coverage of 55,600 km2, and an audience 

reach estimated to be 14.7 million. SWR employs 3,700 people in its various offices and facilities.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to collaborate with a person/organisation from Spain, since I haven't worked with a journalist from this 

country yet. I'm particularly interested in the situation there and would like to improve my Spanish language skills.  

The idea is still to be developed in exchange with my media partner.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would like to make an audio slideshow or something related to online journalism - maybe about someone from a 

minority group in Spain or a group neglected or wrongly portrayed in the media.     Right now I'm working for the 

website for one of Germanys biggest broadcasters, so we have some online journalism expertise provided. My 

working languages are German, English (did my Masters in "International Journalism" in England) and mediocre 

French.     Possible dates: Between 8th and 22nd April 2014, somewhen in July or August 2014 (not exactly sure 

when yet) 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Sabrina KASSA - FRANCE 

MUZE  

Sabrina.kassa@gmail.com /Blog.muze.fr 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Journalist since 1997, i'm specialized on migration. I'm currently working for a franco-morocco magazine (courrier 

de l'atlas) and for a cultural and feminist magazine (Muze)... I want to participate again to this training to improve 

and share my skills on this subjects. Best regards. Sabrina Kassa 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Quartely magazine about culture and women belonging to Bayard Press. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with an italian media on Gypsy culture.  A report for Muze 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I want to work on gypsy culture in Europe. I'm Freelance woman journalist, based in Paris. I speak italian and 

english. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Italian / OTHER LANGUAGES English 
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Safia KESSAS - BELGIUM 

RTBF  

skes@rtbf.be /www.rtbf.be 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Licenciée en Sciences-Politiques à L'ULB en 95 ( Erasmus à Manchester) et en politique européenne  à l'Institut 

d'Etudes Européennes de l'ULB.  1997: expert en désarmement au Ministère des Affaires étrangères   2000 

journaliste au sein de l'information régionale bruxelloise en télévision et en radio.   2003, journaliste / réalisatrice à 

'émission "Tout ça ne nous rendra pas   le Congo" , émission TV documentaire sous forme de grammaire sans 

commentaire.   Depuis, 2011, je gère cette émission en tant que productrice et éditrice.    Je fais  partie d'un 

groupe de réflexion sur la diversité crée   récemment dans mon entreprise par Jean-Paul Philippot, Administrateur 

général de la   RTBF. Le but de ce groupe qui implique des personnes venant de la radio, de la télévision,   

d'internet et des ressources humaines est d'améliorer la représentativité interne   (recrutement) et sur antenne des 

personnes issues de cette diversité. Il est important à ce   stade, de nous inspirer des politiques mises en place 

dans d'autres pays pour gérer encore   mieux cet enjeu. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

La RTBF (Radio-Télévision belge de la Communauté française) est une   entreprise publique autonome à caractère 

culturel en charge du service   public de la radio et de la télévision pour la Communauté française de   Belgique 

(Wallonie et Bruxelles). Elle dispose de trois offres : une offre   radio, une offre TV et une offre Internet. La RTBF 

est membre de l'Union européenne de radio-télévision et   actionnaire de la chaîne d'information Euronews à 0,60 

%, de TV5 à 11,1 %. de la RMB à 99 %, de CasaKafka   Pictures à 100 %, de la Sonuma, Société de numérisation 

des archives audiovisuelles à 40 % et de Dreamwall à   49 % 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Je souhaiterais participer à un échange avec Stéphane Bijoux, responsable Diversité à France TV.  Formé à 

l'Institut de Journalisme de Bordeaux Aquitaine, il est également diplômé en ethnologie sur l'Afrique et le Pacifique.  

Il a été directeur de l'information de RFO (Réseau France Outre-Mer) de 2002 à 2005. Il a ensuite participé à la 

construction d'un process de fabrication numérique des journaux télévisés (Media Asset Management) à RFO 

Polynésie comme rédacteur en chef. Outre-Mer, il a aussi occupé les fonctions de Rédacteur en chef national des 

magazines d'information de RFO et de rédacteur en chef de RFO Réunion. Depuis 2009, il a rejoint le siège de 

France Télévisions comme Coordonnateur pour la Diversité dans l'Information. A ce titre, il siège au Comité 

Permanent pour la Diversité à France Télévisions. Il est aussi présentateur joker des éditions du Soir3 Week -end 

sur France3.         Depuis mars 2011, il est directeur délégué en charge de la diversité dans l’information de Franc e 

Télévisions. Dans la mesure où nous sommes dans une phase de développement sur le sujet dans mon 

organisation, nous pourrions bénéficier de son expetise, de son expérience pour accélérer la dynamique en 

Belgique et proposer rapidement des mesures de promotion de la diversité à la RTBF. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Dans le cadre de la concrétisation de la réflexion menée à RTBF dans le groupe diversité crée par l'Administrateur 

général, Jean-Paul Philippot, il me serait utile de trouver un partenaire qui se situe à une fonction qui permette une 

diffusion large de la diversité au sein de son entreprise. Un éditeur qui fasse la promotion de la diversité dans une 

rédaction, un responsable diversité, .... Le but est de bénéficier de son exéprience, de connaître les résistances, les 

avancées, les mesures qui fonctionnent, .... de connaître les types d'outils développés pour mesurer la 

représentativité de la diversité dans le média. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

french 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES flemish 
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Cameron KING - UNITED KINGDOM 

CAMGLEN RADIO / BOLT FM  

cameronk_uk@hotmail.co.uk /www.audio-cam.co.uk 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I started off by doing work experience and hosting my first show at the now defunct station – Lanarkshire’s L107. 

This led me to study a media course at Glasgow Metropolitan College. Since then I have expanded my knowledge 

on the constantly evolving media landscape. I have completed my BA (Hons) Broadcast Production course at the 

University of the West of Scotland. I am now pursuing an MA in Cultural & Creative Enterprise to build up my 

theoretical knowledge and business skills.    My interest in community media led me being involved with 

#citizenrelay (Scotland) and #media2012 (UK wide) both projects which focused around new media and citizen 

journalism around the London 2012 Olympic Games.    I also sit on the board at Camglen Radio and I teach radio 

studies for Healthy N Happy Community Development Trust (Camglen Radio's parent charity) and Bolt FM. Bolt FM 

is a Youth Radio station which operates in some of the most deprived areas in Glasgow.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Camglen radio is a community radio station serving Cambuslang and Rutherglen. We have operated ten short term 

FM and internet broadcasts, serving the local areas, since May 2007.     By working together with our parent 

organisation, Healthy n Happy Community Development Trust, we strive to offer the people of Cambuslang and 

Rutherglen exciting and engaging volunteering opportunities. Volunteers are involved in all aspects of Camglen 

radio operations and broadcasts, ranging from presenter and production roles to behind the scenes work including 

sound engineering, marketing, scheduling, website maintenance, training delivery and much more. Camglen radio’s 

committee consists of 10 local volunteers and the station is very much volunteer led. During our short term 

broadcasts there is minimal staff input owing to the fact that the 80 volunteers assume all of the roles and 

responsibilities.    There are a diverse range of volunteers involved in Camglen radio; from 8 - 80yrs old. We 

provide appropriate support to every volunteer who requires it, to ensure that they get the most from their 

volunteering experience.    ---------------    Established in 2001 Bolt FM is a youth-led community radio station in 

the north-east of Glasgow. Bolt FM serves the communitiies of Royston, Blackhill, Germiston, Provanmill , 

Robroyston, Barmulloch, Sighthill, Springburn and beyond.         Using local young people as peer trainers, Bolt FM 

runs a training programme for young people in DJ skills, arts development, drama and music, participation and 

broadcast radio production 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with someone from a community radio station and explore how they engage with their local 

audience, train volunteers and what work they carry out in their communities. This project gives a lot of scope for 

building up partnerships in developing training and/or creating an ongoing radio project between the two countries.  

The main objectives for this exchange is to build up a longterm partnership with a like minded individual/radio 

project. The project can have a number of key outcomes, the main focus will look at developing and sharing 

training skills and collaborating on a radio programme (which could be developed to be a more regular item if 

successful). 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

My name is Cameron King and I work with two community radio projects in Glasgow, Scotland. The radio stations I 

contribute to have different roles and remits, which is a key example of some of the diverse radio produced by 

community radio in the United Kingdom. I am looking to exchange with someone who works within community 

radio and I hope to develop further training resources that can be accessed by both participants (and the wider 

network) and develop a longterm radio project. (This can be discussed at a later da te). 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Judit KLEIN - HUNGARY 

FREELANCE  

klein.judit@yahoo.de / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I started to work 1993 for the german language radio service for minorities as reporter, editor and moderator. 

Seven years later, 1999 went to the Public Service television and became the head of the minority programs. 

During this 11 years we organized 7 times a Minority Filmfestival, different conferences, like "Tuning into Diversity"  

and workshops on documentaries and the most important we established a Roma trainee project in 2006, which 

helped young Roma to have an access into the public service radio and television. Until last year every year 

talented young Roma could start a carrier in television and radio. I took part in wringing of the EBU handbook the " 

Diversity toolkit", which helps to make a better program regarding minority i ssues. I am a PhD Student at the 

german speaking Andrássy University in Budapest/Hungary. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Now I am a researcher, dealing with minority media. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

see below We want to develop a journalist training tool very concrete and practical oriented to help mainstreaming 

inclusive diversity reporting. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
see up 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

hungarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE german / OTHER LANGUAGES english 
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Ina KRAUß - DEUTSCHLAND 

FREELANCE  

post@inakrauss.de / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I gratuated from the Academy of Art Berlin-Weißensee in Design and worked for about eight years as an industrial 

designer before working in journalism. In 1992, I started as a freelance newspaper journalist reporting cultural 

issues, portraying artists, covering art exhibitions, painting, fashion and so on. At  the same time I started covering 

female and educational topics, especially ongoing transformation processes focused on the East German Area. Also 

in the 1990th, I started working as an radio journalist reporting news and features and researching for TV -

documentaries. Currently I’m working for Radio and Television Broadcasting Service Berlin -Brandenburg (rbb). 

Additionally, I’m teaching media training to geography students at the University of Heidelberg.  Being part in this 

exchange programme would be a good chance to share experiences and differences in growing diversity.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I’m primarily working as a freelance radio journalist for public German broadcast in the region Berlin -Brandenburg 

(rbb).  Here, I’m well connected to journalists and female politiciants, to media artists and fotographers with 

several ethnic and national background.   For many years I’m an active member of the Leage of Women Journalists 

Germany, organising mentoring programmes for young female journalists, organ ising the German part of the Global 

Media Monitoring Project and others. Furthermore, I’m a member of Pro Quote.  My professional network to 

journalists, to public broadcast, to National Council of German Women's Organizations and others would help 

anybody to find the right contact person. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to colaborate with someone, whether print, radio, tv or online media, who is interested in covering 

female issues in an immigrant community and ethnic minority, talking about their experiences in a majority society, 

e.g. professional women in setting-up private businesses, in entering local administration or others. I would like to 

research the conditions in their living country and am interested in conditions to integra te women into jobmarket, 

local help and best practice examples. With the possibility of reporting the stories of these people who talk about 

their experiences as an ethnic minority, we learn more about ideas and goals to implement and improve diversity.  I 

would like to colaborate with someone, whether print, radio, tv or online media, who is interested in covering 

female issues in an immigrant community and ethnic minority, talking about their experiences in a majority society, 

e.g. professional women in setting-up private businesses, in entering local administration or others. I would like to 

research the conditions in their living country and am interested in conditions to integrate women into jobmarket, 

local help and best practice examples. With the poss ibility of reporting the stories of these people who talk about 

their experiences as an ethnic minority, we learn more about ideas and goals to implement and improve diversity.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm looking for collegues from Austria or Slovenia, who are connected with my interest.  My first interest is to 

exchange good practices of communication and information about non-discriminatory immigration.  The working 

language would be English or German.  Possible date is in July or August, but I'm not fix. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Lara LAGO - ITALY 

LA VOCE DI NEW YORK  

lago.lara@gmail.com /www.lavocedinewyork.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Hello everyone! I'm Lara, I'm 30 years old and I'm journalist since 2007. I work for two local italian Tv (TvA 

Vicenza and Telechiara) but I also write for a online newspaper based in New York. It is, to all effects, an italian 

newspaper but protected by the First  Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. I would like to partecipate to Mediane 

for fielding an investigation on a specific topic that includes minorities.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I write for La Voce di New York but in this case I would work as a freelance. The articles would be published at 

www.lavocedinewyork.com. I'm interested in storytelling and I would like to meet people living a specific condition. 

The topics may be:   1. Journalists seen as a minority: how difficult is in your country to become a journalist? How 

many journalism students left their goals before reach them? Why? Let's make a comparison between Italy and 

other european country.   2. Women seen as a minority in work carreer: how difficult is for a mother work at high 

levels with important tasks?  3. The reality of women in prisons, or even the differences between migrants and 

italian in jails. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I have two different ideas. I could:    -collaborate with a journalist on one of this topic ( the one I prefer is "how 

difficult is in your country to become a journalist"). From every state could emerge an interesting reality. I would 

like London, Berlin or other big cities, maybe because there we could meet more journalists.    - But I could work 

with another italian mate too, better a reporter with photo and video skills, to pack a documentary between north 

and south of Italy, mantaining of course one of the three topics I'm interes ted in. I expect a job to be able to go 

deep into the reality of two different countries on the topic chosen. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I'm an italian journalist who writes for New York but lives in Italy (Veneto).    Contact me writing at 

lago.lara@gmail.com if you are intersted on a storytelling project targeted to meet people in both two countries 

(Italy and your country).     My mothertongue is Italian but we can work with english too. The period could be from 

october until december 2014.     The topics could be:   -Journalists seen as a minority: how difficult is in your 

country to become a journalist? How many journalism students left their goals before reach them? Why? Let's 

make a comparison between Italy and other european country.   2. Women seen as a minority in work carreer: how 

difficult is for a mother work at high levels with important tasks?  3. The reality of women in prisons, or even the 

differences between migrants and italian in jails. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Alvina LEDRU - FRANCE 

INSTITUT PRATIQUE DE JOURNALISME  

alvinaledru@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have studied swedish and history at the universtity of Sorbonne in Paris. I worked two years on a work about the 

french gastronomy. I am now student at Institut Pratique de Journalisme, a journalism school.   I am sweddish by 

my mom so I fully consider myself European. It's one of the reason why I want to participate in MEDIANE. 

Diversity and non-discrimination affect everyone of us, and if I can be usefull and allowed things to change, I want 

to be part of it. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

L'Institut Pratique de Journalisme est un établissement formant les futurs journalistes français. Le thème de la 

diversité et de la non-discrimination sont partis prenante du programme. Ce projet paraît donc légitime pour un 

élève de l'école et permettrait de mettre en application les sujets traités. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a Russian journalist. I would like to work on the subject of homosexuality in Russia. How 

they are treated in their contry and what is it said about them. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would like to work on homosexuality in Russia.  I am a journalist to be, studying at Institut Pratique de 

Journalisme.   I speak french, english and swedish.  Possibility to do the exchange during summer 2014 

(june/september) 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

french 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE sweddish / OTHER LANGUAGES english 
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Darien LEVANI - ITALY / ITALIE 

ALBANIA NEWS 

PROSPETTIVE  

darienlevani@gmail.com /www.albanianews.it 

www.prospettivealtre.info 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 
I was born in Albania and I moved in Italy to study Law, and now I am actually preparing my exam to become a 

lawyer.   During all those years I have written and published novels, and I have also worked with different 

newspapers, such as Corriere della Sera, Shqip, Nazione Indiana, Babel, mostly about intercultural topics. Those 

newspaper is focused on the life of migrants in Italy but not only, a huge space is dedicated to the Balkan region 

as well. Apparently I’m good at writing and: the order in which I put words makes a change to peoples which read 

them and sometimes, but just sometimes, it makes them think or act in a certain way. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I am working with different newspaper, such as Prospettive and Albania News. Most of my work is focused on the 

migration, diversity and non-discrimination questions. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Lately I have written a lot of about the asylum seekers in Europe, specially in Italy. My stydies in Law consent me 

to have a clear view in what is going on, and to be more useful to my readers. I would like to collaborate with 

papers which are focused on the same topics. One article I would like to write is how asylum seekers are treated 

on the  Nordic Countries. I have often heard and read collegueas write that these countries do not care about 

asylum seekers, because they are far away from countries like Italy or  Greece. I would like to prove that wrong. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would like to write is how asylum seekers are treated on the  Nordic Countries. I have often heard and read 

collegueas write that these countries do not care about asylum seekers, because they are far away from countries 

like Italy or Greece. I would like to prove that wrong.     I am an albanian lawyer and writer living in Itasly. I speak 

Albanian (mother tongue), English, Italian, Turkish and basic French. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Albanian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Italian / OTHER LANGUAGES English 
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Marcin LEWANDOWSKI - POLAND 

STOWARZYSZENIE RADIOFONIA  

marcin.lewandowski@radiofonia.net / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have more than 10 years of experience in working both in IT and media. I used to be a board member & editor in 

chief of large FM community radio station in Kraków, Poland (200+ volunteers). Right now I am focused on 

combining expertise I've gathered both in IT and media and I am focused on implementing modern technological 

solutions in media. In terms of MEDIANE objectives - I would like to make media technology affordable to small 

groups that do community media so they can compete with mainstream media. This is my way to prevent 

discrimination of certain groups that have something important to say but don't have resources to build state of the 

art internet content delivery platforms or start doing data journalism. I would like to participate in MEDIANE in 

order to find more international partners and experiment on data journalism. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I am working for small community radio station that was built upon old academic FM radio stati on after it has lost 

its FM license. The staff consist of 60+ people and is spread accross Kraków, Poland and Warsaw, Poland. We aim 

to show diversity mostly in terms of arts, but we are willing to expand our portfolio as Poland used to be very 

homogeneous country but its society is changing rapidly. We are also considering entering data journalism as we 

have some skilled proffesionals within the team. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
We would like to participate with someone who is not afraid of the fact that media became more and more 

technology-based and is open for finding new ways for delivering content over the internet.    We would like to find 

someone interested in data journalism.    We prefer to experiment instead of copying existing operati onal models 

so it would be great to find someone who likes to experiment, too.  I would like to create a data journalism project 

where I would have given mostly data processing/analysis/visualisation input and the partner will have given 

mostly the editorial experience.    I would like also to meet a few people and do further partnerships with them.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I seek for partners that are interested in an IT input into media: data journalism and building modern internet 

content delivery platforms. I have a wide range of technological skills that can be matched with someone else's 

editorial sense. I speak Polish and English. I am flexible in terms of possible dates for the exchange.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Polish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Henry LOESER - CZECH REPUBLIC 

RADIOEXPERT  

hloeser@radioexpert.org / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I participated in MARS, and together with our partner form Finland have a good plan to produce a video about 

Roma teens in our respective countries. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

RadioExpert supports community media with project development, training, producti on, research and consulting. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Maria Markus has agreed to be our partner for this project.  We are going to make a video reportage to survey and 

compare young Roma and immigrant girls views, hopes and opinions both in Brno, Czech Republic and Jyväskylä, 

Finland.    The themes we are going to cover include education, career plans, identity and gender roles.    Today 

the world is changing rapidly, and even if these young girls would like to pursue a modern career and life style, they 

might experience lot of controversial reactions when entering the “mainstream society”. On the other hand most of 

them would probably like to hold on to their own traditions. Is there a big generation gap, when the youngsters are 

more integrated to the society than their parents?  It’d be interesting to find out, do these girls in both countries – 

Finland as a Nordic welfare state and Czech Republic as an Eastern European country - struggle with the similar 

problems.    The video can then be shown on new platform for diversity in Finland, and on Various radio & TV sites 

in Czech Republic. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

n/a 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Agata MAJOS - POLAND 

FREELANCE  

amajos@gazeta.pl / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I'm mainly interested in human rights and developing countries, and in the European context - in the issue of 

illegal immigration. Right now I am on an internship in Gazeta Wyborcza (the main Polish journal), where I cover 

issues concerned with development and human rights. I have also been working with a non-governmental 

organization IGO (Instytut Globalnej Odpowiedzialności, eng. Institute of Global Responsibility), where I write 

articles on similar subjects.  MEDIANE program would be a great occasion for me to work with another journalist 

from a different country and to see how her/his perspective differs from mine. Apart from that, I believe that my 

project fits into the objectives of MEDIANE (please read more about the project in the section 'Describe in this 

section the main objectives and expected results/products of your proposed exchange') and that it would cover 

issues often omitted in the mainstream media. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I do not work for any organization; I am still a student of international relations (currently on a student exchange 

at Sciences Po in Paris). In 2013, I have won the polish edition of a contest for young journalists, organized by the 

Food We Want campaign (http://www.foodwewant.org/). It gave me the chance to do an internship in Gazeta 

Wyborcza, the biggest Polish journal; the internship consists in writing 8 articles on is sues of development and 

human rights. I also write for IGO (Instytut Globalnej Odpowiedzialności, eng. Institute of Global Responsibility) on 

similar subjects. My idea for the MEDIANE project links, on the one hand, matters of human rights and developing 

countries, and on the other - European Union and its migration policy; I believe that the accelerating process of 

globalization makes that problem more and more crucial. That would be fascinating to be able to learn more about 

that issue through the MEDIANE program. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with someone based in a country that constitutes the Southern border of the European Union, 

as it is strictly connected to my project, especially Southern Italy or Malta (if we write about migrants from Africa), 

but it can also be Bulgaria or Greece (where an increasing number of Syrian refugees arrive). I speak English and 

French, I can also communicate in Spanish.  Obviously, I would like my partner to be strongly commited to our 

common project. Apart from that, our project has to be based on equality (even if one person is more experienced 

in journalism than the other), as well as understanding and respect for each other. I will be open to your ideas and 

I expect the same from you. I am interested in the issue of illegal migrants trying to reach the EU. I plan to look at 

it from two different perspectives: the Eastern border (Poland) and the Southern border (Malta and Italy for African 

migrants; Greece and Bulgaria for Syrians). What happens to the illegal migrants? What are the conditions in 

detention centers? What are the reactions of local communities? Do the anti -immigration attitudes spread? - and 

many other questions to be asked. I would like to get to know different angles of the problem - the migrants' 

perspective, as well as opinions of local communities and authorities. Finally, I plan to examine on what consists 

the EU migration policy, how it works in reality and what could be improved about it.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Hello everyone!  I am looking for a partner from Malta, Italy, Greece or Bulgaria. I am a Polish student and I am 

planning to realize a project about illegal migrants crossing the borders of the European Union. In Poland, we 

would go to the Eastern border with the Ukraine, where many migrants from the East try to reach the EU. In your 

country, we would visit the South, where a big number of African (or Syrian, in the case of Bulgaria and Greece) 

citizens look for a better life. That would be great to get to know different angles of the problem - from the 

migrants' perspective, as well as from local communities and authorities. Finally, we would try to see what does the 

EU do to solve this issue.  I speak fluent English and French, as well as (less fluen t) Spanish.  The best dates for 

the exchange would be spring/summer/automn 2014 - I can adjust to you.  Hope to hear from you soon! 

 

MOTHER TONGUE Polish 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Constant MALONGA - FRANCE 

RADIOMG.FR  

conslolabe@yahoo.fr / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

JE SUIS ANIMATEUR DE RADIO DEPUIS PRES DE 15 ANS.D ABORD AU CAMEROUN A LA CRTV LA RADIO 

TELEVISION CAMEROUNAISE ET DEPUIS 1 AN JE SUIS ANIMATEUR A LA RADIOMG DE QUIMPER OU JE PRODUIT 

UN PROGRAMME DE MUSIQUE AFRICAINE TOUS LES VENDREDIS DE 18H30 A 20H.AMOUREUX DE PARTAGE D' 

EXPERIENCES CE PROJET M' INTERRESSE VRAIMENT.L'ENVIE DE VOIR COMMENT CA SE PASSE AILLEURS DE 

DECOUVRIR LES DIFFERENTES LANGUES ET AUTRES METHODES DE TRAVAIL. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

LA RADIOMG EST UNE RADIO DE LA MAISON POUR TOUS DU QUARTIER ERGUE ARMEL A QUIMPER.ELLE DIFFUSE 

LES PROGRAMMES ENVERS  SES HABITANTS DANS DIFFERENTS SUJETS DU QUOTIDIEN.ET COMME IL S AGIT D 

UN QUARTIER POPULAIRE AVEC DE LA DIVERSITE JE DIFFUSE UN PROGRAMME POUR LES AFRICAINS ET 

MALGREBINS AFIN DE FAIRE DECOUVRIR AUX AUTRES CULTURES CA QUE COMPTE L AFRIQUE MUSICALEMENT ET 

TRADITIONNELEMENT 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
J AIMERAIS COLLABORER AVEC D AUTRES ANIMATEURS OU JOURNALISTES QUI VONT DANS CE SENS LA.DANS 

TOUTE L EUROPE.AFIN D ECHANGER. L OBJECTIF ET D ACQUERIR LA LANGUE ET LES METHODES DE TRAVAIL 

DIFFERATES AUX MIENNES 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

JE N AI PAS COMPRIS 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

FRANCAIS 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE FRANCAIS / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Elena MARINESCU - ROMANIA 

RADIO ROMANIA BROADCASTING CORPORATION  

emarin175@yahoo.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My proffesional backgound includes more activities as a radio news anchor, news journalists for print & online 

articles (12 years), as well as PR Coordinator (3 years) at the national romanian broadcasting corporation (Radio 

Romania Actualitati). Also, I have a good experience as a medicine/social thematic short broadcaster/header and as 

a radio executive producer at the main morning radio show "Matinal" (3 years). In the meantime, I'm very 

dedicated to my "old" hobby - "words games" and i am a part-time writer (poetry, novelist). Regarding my 

proffesional affiliations, I'm proud to say that I am a member of the International Professional Journalism 

Association and I was accepted to be a member of the Romanian Union of Radio Broadcasters. I have attended to 

different international and european training programms, as – Freedom House Fellowship (2009), “Journalism 

Summer School – Bonn 2004” – a professional journey to some of the European Union countries (Hungary, Austria, 

Deutschland, Belgium) and to the European Commission headquarter (partnership with Deutsche Welle, Bonn), 

“Radio News Formats” –  DEUTSCHE WELLE Training Center (2003) or 2002 – “Radio News and Live Presenting the 

News” (BBC World Service Training Center - 2002). 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I work as a journalist in prime time morning show called "Matinal" at the Radio Romania News, which is the most 

listened radio station in Romania, with a market quota of 15.8 %. The sole Romanian channel with 99% national 

coverage. Its programmes are broadcast all round the clock, every week day and have the widest network of 

correspondents in the country and abroad, as well as special reporters in the areas of conflict. Radio Romania News 

offers its audience the most complex news programmes, our “Radio Journal” being since long a notorious brand, 

radio programmes with social, cultural, political and economical contents. The Radio Broadcasting Institut ion was 

conceived by its founders to support and promote the Romanian culture, multilingual and cultural diversity, as well 

as promoting the social, political and economical national and international perspectives and bounds. Currently, the 

main international bodies which our Radio is affiliated to as a member are: EBU (the European Broadcasting 

Union), URTI (the International Radio and Television Union), IPI (the International Press Institute), COPEAM (the 

Permanent Conference of the Mediterranean Broadcasting Service), PBI (Public Broadcasters International), and 

EGTA (association of television and radio sales houses). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to collaborate with a open-minded and joyfull colleague from a media organization which has a similar 

editorial activity profile. Regarding this opportunity for professional experience exchange, I will be more than 

happy to meet new colleagues from other european media chanell/organization. Also, I expect to find out, enlarge 

and accomplishment new journalistic skills and media trends (mainly new modern media content and editorial 

management tools). Nevertheless, I would like to find out more informations about the public/private media 

patterns, as well as constraints/advantages in other european countries. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I use a free mind and free spirit working style, I have a big respect for team relationiships and I'd like to engage in 

multifunctional as well as multicultural projects. I use english language and i'm available for new ideas and 

proffesional projects. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

romanian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Raúl MARTINEZ CORCUERA - SPAIN / ESPAGNE 

UNIVERSITAT DE VIC  

raul.martinez@uvic.cat /www.mugak.eu 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Lecturer on audiovisual subjects at the Journalism Faculty at the Universitat de Vic. Director of the Diversity 

Mediawacht in Spain. Expert on media and minorities: media discourses on news, advertising, sports.  Actually 

participating at the European Project Face2Face. The project involves activities as Media trainings for migrants; or 

creation of Module Lecture Guide on accurate reporting on migration for journalism professors and students. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

University of Vic. Faculty of Business and Communication.  The university is participating in diverse research and 

projects on media and minorities under the coordinations of their lecturers: Face2Face project 

(http://migration4media.net/face2face/?page_id=14); or the I+D project, funded by Ministerio de Educación y 

Ciencia: Politics of Representation (II): The Making and Marketing of "latino" identities in Spain and Europ e from a 

Transnational and Postcolonial Perspective 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Lecturer at the university interested on proposals for an  accurate reporting on migration and ethnic minorities to 

be used by journalism professionals, journalism professors and students. Critical analysis of discourses on 

immigration, information about ethical codes and recommendations for journalists, and creation of a proposed 

manual of the journalistic language on immigration 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Aim of the exchange: Critical analysis of discourses on immigration, information about ethical codes and 

recommendations for journalists, and creation of a proposed manual of the journalistic language on immigration.  

I'm lecturer at the faculty of Communication at the Universitat de Vic in Barcelona.  The exchange can be during 

June 2014. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

spanish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Petra METERC - SLOVENIA 

RADIO ŠTUDENT, LJUBLJANA  

petra.meterc@gmail.com /www.radiostudent.si 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I finished MA in languages at University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts. I have been working at Radio Student for the 

last three years; my working experience include writing reviews in the departure of culture and producing radio 

shows also in the field of culture. The policy of our institution is based on including diversity, focusing on issues 

that may be overlooked by the mainstream media in our country, with an emphasis of trying to include as many 

different voices as possible in our reporting, regardless of specific political or religious views. I'm currently the 

producer of a show that introduces less known literary authors from different countries around the world to the 

Slovene audience and is based on the form of short radio dramas. The goal of the show is to represent diverse 

literary voices that deal with diverse, interesting topics, which have not yet been heard in our cultural space. The 

show is also based on giving young, not yet established translators an opportunity to work in the field of literary 

translations. My motivation for wanting to participate in this exchange lies in the curiosity of how other m edia 

around Europe try to incorporate diversity and non-discrimination in their reporting, be it in a similar field as mine 

(culture) or elsewhere, as well as how their institution's structure functions with these two goals in mind and how 

the country they work in supports this kind of institutions. 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Radio Student's Programme Concept  Radio Student was founded on 9 May 1969. It is a non -profitable, urban 

community  (culturally & socially differentiated) radio-station whose primary objective is to promote  the interests 

of social and cultural minorities as well as the interests of the student  community. And by paying attention to 

more complex and generally discriminated topics  it also educates its own listeners. Since its very begi nnings, 

Radio Student has promoted  values such as: tolerance, respect for difference, freedom, truth, solidarity, 

consistent  asserting of human rights, etc. The promotion of the above mentioned values is carried  out at two 

levels: the educational, through the program (the double role of education - of  authors as well as target group) 

and at the practical level, where Radio Student's position  of difference functions as a mirror to the Slovene 

society. In this mirror the society can  check to what extent it is ready to accept such proclaimed values in reality.    

Radio Student's Programme Policy  The basic principle of Radio Student's editorial policy is to present items of 

information,  art forms and music overlooked or deliberately neglected by other media. With respect to  its musical 

concept, Radio Student is basically an 'indie' music radio station, which does  not conform to multinational music 

industry dictatorship. The following non-conformist  musical genres: hard-core, techno, reggae & rap, blues, jazz, 

ethno and contemporary  "classical" music are presented in detail. Radio Student maintains the same 

nonconformist  approach in relation to socio-political issues. 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a person/organisation whose reporting is based on including diverse voices and reaching 

out of the realms of the average media coverage. It would be interesting to work with someone who works at a 

radio similar to my institution, Radio Student, possibly working in the department of culture, but also people who 

work in other fields of media coverage. Regarding my foreign language knowledge, the best cooperation could 

prove to be with a person/organisation based in any English speaking country or in Poland.   I would also like t o 

work with someone from other Central European countries such as Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Croatia.  I would 

like to produce an experimental media content together with my exchange partner by joining and discussing 

different work methods and different approaches to including diversity.  My exchange should also produce a special 

coverage at my home media organisation in a form of an evaluation of how the organisation I visited works on 

including diversity and non-discrimination in their reporting, how they function structure-wise and how their 

country supports this kind of media content. 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm a journalist at Radio Student, a radio station based in Ljubljana, Slovenia, where I work in the field of culture, 

mostly literature. I would like to work with a person/organisation whose reporting is based on including diverse 

voices and reaching out of the realms of the average media coverage. It would be interesting to work with 

someone who works at a radio similar to my institution, Radio Student, possibly working in the department of 

culture, but also people who work in other fields of media coverage. I would like to produce a joint media content 

with my partner, combining and discussing different methods of work and approaches to i ncluding diversity and 

non-discrimination in reporting.   Regarding my foreign language knowledge (English and Polish), the best 

cooperation could prove to be with a person/organisation based in any English speaking country or in Poland.   I 

would also like to work with someone from other Central European countries such as Croatia, Czech Republic, and 

Slovakia. 

MOTHER TONGUESlovene OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Polish 
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Oana Lorelei MIHALA - ROMANIA 

ROMANIAN NATIONAL TELEVISION  

lorelei_mihala@yahoo.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have fourteen years of experience as a journalist for the Romanian National Television, the  public television in 

Romania. For the last six years I have been working for The Social -Politics-Economics Department, as an 

investigative journalist. Migration, discrimination, poverty, the conditions from the health system, the Roma 

people’s situation, corruption in spending European funds are just a few of the topics I attended in my features, 

putting the situation from Romania in the wider context of The European Union. I have extensive field work in 

Romania and abroad, I reported from illegal and lega l Gypsies’ camps in Rome, I had to travel in Romania in areas 

with difficult social situation.   I have a bachelor degree in Romanian and English literature from the University of 

Bucharest and a master degree in Communication and Public Relations at the National School of Political and 

Administrative Studies and a master degree in audio-visual programs at the University of Theatre and 

Cinematography – Bucharest.  Among the awards, I received a scholarship from the Deutsche Welle Akademie in 

order to make a team with a journalist from an African country and to produce a story in his country. As part of an 

Erste Stiftung grant, I wrote an article observing the integration of a Rwandese family, that were refugees in 

Romania, for six months. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Romanian National Television is the public television in Romania and it had specialized programs on social issues, 

including immigration. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with a person that is interested in the topic, an open minded individual, somebody that will be 

committed to the project. The project will present a particular aspect of the brain drain – the immigration of the 

doctors in the United Kingdom. In the context of an anti immigration policy against Romanian and Bulgarians, I 

would like to present how the Romanian doctors are seen in the UK, what do they left behind in Romania and what 

they have by going to the UK. The story will present different stories of doctors – people that immigrated in the UK 

and doctors that work during the week in Romanian hospitals and that in the weekend fly in the UK to work in 

English hospitals. The research for the doctors that work in Romania and in the UK, as well, will include a visit with 

them in a Romanian and in an UK hospital. Starting from concrete stories the project will present a comparative 

view of the conditions in the medical system in Romania and in the UK, the reason why these doctors decided to 

leave Romania and how they are seen in the UK, why some doctors prefer  to live in Romania and work just 

partially in the UK, what is the immigration policy in these cases, what are the conditions they found in the UK.    

The result of the project will be a written article 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

The project will present a particular aspect of the brain drain phenomenon in the United Kingdom – the 

immigration of the Romanian doctors. I would like to present stories of doctors that decided to move in the United 

Kingdom and doctors that fly every weekend to UK – during the week they work in Romanian hospitals and in the 

weekend they work in the UK. Sometimes, a weekend of work in the UK is equivalent with the salary for a whole 

month in Romania. The project will include a visit with these doctors in a Romanian hospita l and in a UK hospital.  

The purpose of the project is to see  why some doctors left Romanian, why some prefer to fly between the two 

countries and still leave in Romania, what are the immigration policy for them in the UK, how they are seen in the 

context of an anti immigration policy against Romanian and Bulgarians.   I have fourteen years of experience for 

the Romanian National Television, the public television. For the last six years I worked as an investigative 

journalist, covering, as well, social issues.   The working language will be English, but I speak, as well, French and 

Italian.  A possible period for the project is July.    These are my proposals, but I would like to work on them with 

my partner, to make it together even a better project. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE Romanian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Iva MILANOVIC-LITRE - CROATIA 

SPTV  

ivalitre@gmail.com /www.sptv.hr 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Iva Milanovic-Litre and I am Croatian media professional and a PhD candidate. I finished Masters study 

of Journalism and Political Communication at Faculty of Political Science (University of Zagreb), and I have magna 

cum laude Bachelor degree in Journalism and Public Relations at University of Dubrovnik. Currently I work on a 

national sports TV as an editor of program dealing with sports for people with disabilities. That program has been 

recognized by Croatian Sports Journalists Association and awarded last year. My motivation for participation in this 

exchange is directed with my motivation for the promotion of media literacy especially when it is connected with 

media representation of people with disabilities and journalists education in that section.   I have experience in 

print and web journalism and I pay special attention to additional training so I finished the Summer School on 

European Integration (Austrian Forum Alpbach) and Winter School of European Integration (Croatian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs). I also finished specialization in TV reporting of children at Media Plan Institute in Sarajevo. My 

PhD work deals with role of public media in interactive new media environment. I am fluent in English and learn 

German and Spanish. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I work for national sports TV, owned by Croatian Olympic committee. Our mission is to promote all kinds of sports 

and to ensure media coverage even to marginalized disciplines and athletes. Trough our program, based on free to 

air access to all the population, we promote diversity, tolerance and inclusion and put special emphasis on 

Paralympic movement. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to work with Vitor Tome from Portugal Institut Politécnico Castelo Branco. We have already define the 

project that should provide the additional education and training to journalists that cover sports and athletes with 

disability. Journalists often avoid reporting about athletes with disabilities just because they're afraid of: using 

wrong words or expressions; prejudice and stereotypes; the simplification that is necessary in their work leads to 

discrimination.  We will organize a questionnaire (in English, Croatian and Portuguese language) to ask Portuguese 

and Croatian journalists what are their opinions about gender equality and the coverage of sport for people with 

disabilities in mainstream media.  The questionnaire organization will take place on the first exchange, in Croatia. 

Then the two partners will collect data. Data analysis will be done during the second exchange, in Portugal. After 

analyze data we will write a report explaining how have we develop our work and what are the results. The report 

will also include a set of recommendations to journalists with main objective is to help them reporting about 

athletes with disabilities. That recommendations could also use for the further journalists education in that area.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

As a broadcast editor I pay special attention to promotion of media literacy especially when it is connected with 

media representation of people with disabilities and journalists education in that section.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Croatian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Emma MULLEN - NORTHERN IRELAND 

COMMUNITY MEDIA COUNCIL OF NORTHERN IRELAND  

info@communitymediacouncil.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Since 2000 I have been active in community radio across the island of Ireland, as a community radio producer and 

journalist, I co founded the Community Media Council a forum in Northern Ireland that collaboratively works with 

community radio. Qualification: BA Degree in English, qualified Journalist (Media Law exams completed in 2004), 

Masters in Educational Multimedia and currently completing a PGCE. Since 2009 I have worked as a Lecturers 

specialising in TV/ documentary production and cross platform journalism. I have extensive working experience 

with European projects such Grundvig and Comenius - this exchange would further assist my own skills and 

knowledge in areas of journalism whilst also giving me a platform to share my skills and knowledge , resources and 

best practices. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I currently work for a Further and Higher Educational Institution - I work there as a Lecturer. I am a volunteer on 

the Board of the Community Media Council of Northern Ireland  (CMC), the CMC is the representative body for the 

community media sector in Northern Ireland (NI) and is a membership lead organisation. In NI community media 

consists mostly of community radio broadcasting, The CMC has 16 members and over 1250 community media 

practitioners across NI, who are committed in promoting access to the media for the people and communities of 

NI. My role is assisting these stations in their diverse programming i.e. news stories about their communities, 

developing training resources and training events/seminars for these stations and their participants.  Since the CMC 

was established in 2007 the organisation has assisted its members in building the community media sector in NI by 

bringing together the community media network to share experiences, skil ls, knowledge and resources which in 

turn has allowed the community radio sector in particular, strengthen as a network, by which stations and their 

communities work together not only in developing their community through the platform of community radio, b ut 

the sector has worked together as a whole, to strengthen the active participation from those communities with 

access to a local community media outlets.     In Northern Ireland, whether its the Irish language community radio 

station in West Belfast or the four licensed British Forces Community Radio stations across NI, or a Christian ethos 

community radio station in Banbridge, a student lead community radio station in Belfast or stations in geographical 

locations (urban/ rural areas i.e. L/Derry, Lisburn, Downpatrick, Bangor) the sector as a whole has a truly diverse 

and all-embracing membership. Community Radio in NI gives access to all sections of our community and by 

working directly with its local community; working with the young, Church groups, spor ts group, local politicians, 

local businesses, minority groups such as those unemployed, ethic minorities, the long term sick, and those 

vulnerable in our communities, such as the elderly. A community broadcasting service strengthens local community 

relations in an inclusive environment and my role has been assisting this development and working relationships  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I am happy to work and collaborate with any section or organisation that best suits Community Media/Teaching 

Media or Community Radio Main Objective:  To work in partnership with a diverse group of people in developing 

new resources for journalism training:  Expected Results:  Share best practices  Share experiences  Developed a 

training plan  Develop journalism training resources i.e. media law, practical skills in journalism, modern 

technologies  Exchange ideas and solutions in developing journalism training resources  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Project Idea: Developing a range of modern journalism resources to be used in community lead journalism 

organisations    Relevant Personal: Those will skills and experiences in journalism and teaching journalism  Working 

Languages : English  Dates for Exchange: Varies 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
 

 

 

 

MEDIANE   
Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness 

 

 
Theresia (Terry) MUVANYA - GERMANY 

FREELANCE  

muvanya@t-online.de / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Holder Bachelor of Arts, Sociology from University of Nairobi,,Postgraduate Diploma in Journalism, worked for 5 

years as a TV reporter cum Editor at the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation.Active media personality on the rights of 

the girl child in Kenya,awarded a certificate of recognition in media participation for the preparation of the  UN 

women conference 1995 in Beijing China. .Since 200 Radio Correspodent for Radio Deutschwelle.A Radio cutting 

edge weekly Magazine Commentator at Radio Multicult,mainly commenting on topical Racial bias facing the black 

community and immigrants in Germany.Author of the Book "Safari Partner" a personal journey in Germany,racism 

and the folly of  much chorused and cosmetic initiative on German intergration politics.A blogger.A member of the 

"Neue Deutscher Media Macher" an organicanization founded by German journalists with foereign descent to 

combact  and diversify a Germany media land Landscape that is very Native in thinking and operation.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Print and Electronic Media commenting on current News and their effects on multiculturalism, offering multicultural 

competence. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Print and electronic Media,Bloggers and Sociaal media The African face in German Media.Wish to change and 

create discussion on still stereotypes,more modern thinking and multicultural thinking in the current and 

conservative German Media.Largely in all Media channels,be it in films or News a black person makes negative 

news, in films today in Germany the roles of a thief, a housegirl or even a silent clown are given to black people.If 

there is a major role a blond person is painted black to act the role of a black person yet there are black -Germans 

who can get such roles but rarely do.In general sensitize the German media and give hope and role model to 

Germans with foreign descent 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

The African face in German Media,Racism in Germany, 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE German / OTHER LANGUAGES  

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

EEMPS 
APPLICANT 

PROFILE 
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Isabel NERY OLIVEIRA - PORTUGAL 

VISÃO  

inery@visao.impresa.pt / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I’m a journalist for almost 20 years and I’ve always dedicated a lot of my work to social inclusiveness. My first 

journalism prize as a reporter was for an article about women discrimination (Prémio Reportagem Maria Lamas), 

the second on cultural diversity (Prémio ACIDI) on immigrant doctors in Portugal. On 2012 I’ve published my first 

reportage book, «The Prisoners – Mothers Behind Bars», now being adapted for a short film. For this I’ve spent 

months in female prisons in Portugal and in the USA. Besides my work as a journalist I also dedicate myself t o 

investigation, especially in literary journalism. I direct an investigative group on Literary Journalism at Faculdade 

de Letras. I’ve presented several communications in conferences in Portugal, Canada and USA mixing my 

experience as a journalist and my investigation skills. My passion about journalism led me to the Committee of 

Concerned Journalists, in Washington, for a three weeks course with a scholar from FLAD. I graduated in 

International Relations and have a Master in Communication. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I work for a newsmagazine called Visão, nowadays at the political beat, but following social issues like 

discrimination. I’ve always covered women, children and human rights issues. My magazine is known to give a 

great importance to these areas and I work them frequently. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Following my work on women’s prisons I would like to work with someone from Sweden who knows the prison 

system. Criminal rates are not decreasing in Sweden, but still they are closing down prison buildings. This is 

especially important for women and their children, the population I’ve interviewed for my reportage book. It would 

be very important to know more about these experiences which dare to be inclusive. After my main work was 

published I’ve published a second one about the reintegration of one of the women I had known in prison. With 

that I’ve learned how abandoned they are once they pass the prison gates. I know it doesn’t have to be like that 

and I would like to show other ways in future works. I know there are countries working differently, with more 

inclusive programs for prisoners (especially women) and I would like to know journalists who have done reports 

like mine in their countries, especially Sweden, where they seem to be quite ahead in terms of prisoners 

rehabilitation. After my book I was often called to go to seminars totalk about prisons, women and children. It 

would be very interesting to bring stories and information about other experiences to Portugal.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm a reporter at a Portuguese newsmagazine, I've published a reportage book on female prisons and I would like 

to learn more about the prison system in Sweden for women and children. I speak fluently English, German and 

Spanish and understand French well. I'm flexible with dates. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Portuguese 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES German 
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PROFILE 
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Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness 

 

 
Okke ORNSTEIN - THE NETHERLANDS 

FREELANCE  

oornstein@gmail.com /www.ornstein.org 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Dutch journalist, writer, photographer and TV producer living in Panamá. Written work appeared in publications like 

de Volkskrant, Het Parool, NewsMax Magazine, Joods Journaal, Narco News Bulletin, La Prensa, El Siglo, The 

Panama News. Directed TV programs for Vara, KRO, Tros, SBS, RTL, NPS, NCRV, RVU, Yorin. Worked as an RTV 

producer for McCann-Erickson in Amsterdam. Talkradio host, other radio work for RVU and VPRO, HollandDoc and 

Radio Netherlands. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Dutch journalist, writer, photographer and TV producer living in Panamá. Written work appeared in publications like 

de Volkskrant, Het Parool, NewsMax Magazine, Joods Journaal, Narco News Bulletin, La Prensa, El Siglo, The 

Panama News. Directed TV programs for Vara, KRO, Tros, SBS, RTL, NPS, NCRV, RVU, Yorin. Worked as an RTV 

producer for McCann-Erickson in Amsterdam. Talkradio host, other radio work for RVU and VPRO, HollandDoc and 

Radio Netherlands. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Radio journalists and documentary makers in Mediterranean EU countries.  Produce radio documentaries. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
Dutch journalist, writer, photographer and TV producer living in Panamá. Written work appeared in publications like 

de Volkskrant, Het Parool, NewsMax Magazine, Joods Journaal, Narco News Bulletin, La Prensa, El Siglo, The 

Panama News. Directed TV programs for Vara, KRO, Tros, SBS, RTL, NPS, NCRV, RVU, Yorin. Worked as an RTV 

producer for McCann-Erickson in Amsterdam. Talkradio host, other radio work for RVU and VPRO, HollandDoc and 

Radio Netherlands. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Dutch 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Mert ÖZDEŞ - CYPRUS 

ADA TV  

mertozdes@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Specializing in media with over 9 years of experience including public relations, broadcasting, media management, 

promotional projects, media editing and designing. Presenting main news and daily news program.    EDUCATION

       Master's Degree – Field: International Relations  2011–2013 (expected) The 

American University of Cyprus in Kyrenia, Cyprus     Bachelor’s Degree in Education – Field: Computer & 

Instructional Technologies Teaching    2005 – 2009 The American University of Cyprus in Kyrenia, Cyprus 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Educated in technology and communication fields, real life work experience in media, public relations, 

advertisement and marketing, media relations, managing press meetings, press releases, preparation of 

advertisements and subsequent marketing, cooperation with graphic designers and webmasters, institutional ID 

preparations, designing newspaper, magazine and online pages, public relations, social media management, events 

and organization planning. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to work in TV sector I would like to have an different perspective. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I would like to improve my broadcasting experiences. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Turkish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Russian 
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Ahmet OZYASAR - CYPRUS 

KIBRIS GAZETESI  

ahmetozyasar@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I'm the sports reporter for 19 years in my country.During this time I have acquired much experience in my 

profession.While the main goal is to do the work that I enjoy this profession as well as being beneficial to the 

community.I always worked from the first day I started taking pleasure in this profession.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I'm working my newspaper sports section.I work with the largest circulation newspaper in the country.Serious 

social community services.In my country, the best-selling newspaper. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I prefer to work are one of the sports journalism.Like to work, looking for a flexible and friendly work colleagues. 

Sanctions,embargo and political pressure in Sports.    The biggest reason why I have chosen this topic to my 

country in the sport embargo 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
No embargo,just sports 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

turkish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Anna PATTON - UNITED KINGDOM 

FREELANCE  

annabpatton@gmail.com /www.annapatton.me 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I'm a communications consultant, writer/editor, film-maker and youth facilitator, with 6+ years' experience in 

public sector communications. Following degrees in modern languages and European development policy, I worked 

in Berlin, Brussels and Dar es Salaam (Tanzania). In late 2012, I decided to quit my fulltime position as 

communications officer to pursue more varied, creative and above all participatory projects - giving people the 

chance to speak for themselves. My first year freelancing has kept me busy working on a first documentary film 

(about women's boxing in the UK - the challenges and ongoing discrimination faced by those in the sport 

http://www.story-spider.com/); leading and facilitating participatory photo/video projects in East Africa (among 

low-income and HIV/AIDS-affected communities, encouraging them to tell their stories from their perspectives - 

see http://learningtowalkslowly.wordpress.com/), as well as continuing to  work as a consultant on development 

policy communications.   My commitment to social and 'development' issues - repeatedly explored in documentary 

and journalism/blogging projects over the years, as well as an insatiable curiosity to explore other worlds and to 

continue to learn is what motivates me to work with others through the MEDIANE programme.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I am freelance, but have close links to a number of organisations who could potentially be brought in to the project 

(e.g. a community photography NGO based in London; an Oxford-based hub for participatory video; a Brussels-

based organisation promoting young people's opportunities in media/journalism, etc.). I could also tap into a wide 

network of Brussels / UK-based specialists in media, communications and documentary, where relevant. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I'm looking for organisations or individuals working on participatory media (video, photo, or both) projects, 

anywhere in Europe.   In the past year, I have completed training with (and maintain links with) the specialist 

organisations Insightshare (http://insightshare.org/) and Photovoice (http://photovoice.org/) here in the UK. These 

organisations seek to give unheard voices the chance to speak out, develop skills, and be more fairly represented 

through self-expression. I would like to work with similar practitioners or organisations working in a different 

country/context. The exchange would allow us to compare and learn from one another, with a focus on to h ow to 

maximise this participatory approach to truly change the way that groups or communities are typically (mis -

)represented. The outcome of our exchange would be widely shared among my network.  The objective of the 

exchange is to explore diverse ways of using participatory media (video, photo, or both) to truly change the way 

that groups or communities are typically (mis-)represented.     The outcome of our exchange would possibly be a 

short video and accompanying text and would be widely shared among my network and targeted particularly at 

participatory media / communication for development specialists. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Freelance facilitator of participatory video/photo projects, looking for a counterpart (individual or organisation) to 

join an exchange to advance understanding of this field.  Working together in both countries would allow us to 

compare and explore diverse ways of using participatory media (video, photo, or both) to change the way that 

groups or communities are typically (mis-)represented. Does it work? What factors play a role in different contexts? 

What learning can we bring from our own environments to influence each other? Can we establish a longer -term, 

international link? 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES German 
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PROFILE 
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Petar PAVLOV - BULGARIA 

VARNA FREE UNIVERSITY  

asd.vision@gmail.com /www.vfu.bg 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a cameraman and photo and video editor with 25 years if experience in the field. I also am a musician: 

www.lot-lorien.com  Currently I am working in the media production department of the Varna Free University and I 

am also involved in the development of educational materials for e-learning and e-tools for students with special 

educational needs. I also am involved in a project on the training of young disadvantaged people in photo and 

video editing. This has motivated me to explore further issues like the supported employment for people with 

disabilities. I am also establishing a team of an editor, translator and cameraman who have the necessary skills for 

the job, but out of the 5 people, involved in the media production, 3 are having disabi lities. Our common interest is 

the media that brings a social message. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The media centre of the Varna Free University is involved in projects on the development of educational materials 

for the distance learning courses, short fi lms, presenting the activities of the university, tutorials on video 

production.  On a number of partnership projects with NGOs from Varna, we have been involved in the production 

of series of films, presenting the their activity. However, these films have  been done with a little to no participation 

of their service users.  Therefore, I am in a process of bringing together professionals in media production who 

also have a disability. We are interested in media products that bring a social message and promote the social 

causes. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I want to work with a colleague whose background is different from the one of the media, but who has been using 

the media to convey messages with a big social value and through the inclusive media to build and more inclusive 

community.  I prefer to work with a colleague from the UK as the country has got more experience in inclusive 

media, NGO work, supported employment.  I am also willing to explore to how inclusive are the policies and 

practices of the media, hiring journalists with disabilities.  I prefer to work with a journalist, involved in an NGO 

and if only possible – with an university media centre.  I have chosen to partner with doctor Taylor who is 

managing the Incluisve Media UK and promoting the sheltered employment in series of films - the key participants 

are people with disabilities. I am planning to develop a short film on the supported employment in the UK and also 

– in Bulgaria. During the exchange visits – preferably in November 2014, I am willing to also explore whether the 

local media practices are inclusive and whether there are journalist who also have a disability.  In Varna, my 

colleague will be working with a team of professionals and trainees in journalism who are also  having a disability.  

We want to develop inclusive films for the voluntary and the public sector.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

A Bulgarian Video editor/cameraman is looking for a film producer, interested in disability mainstreaming. The key 

topic is the supported employment for people with disabilities, or the introduction of new technologies in the 

distance learning for  students with disabilities.  Another aspect of cooperation is the training for students in media 

prodction with a key accent being: working with teams of people with various abilities. Our media production  team 

has a cameraman in a wheelchair and a translator with a visual impairment.  Preferred partner - from the UK, dates 

of the exchange: October - November 2014. Living and working in Varna, Bulgaria.  Output: a short film on 

supported employment in the UK and in Bulgaria. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES German 
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Natalia PAZZAGLIA - ITALY 

FREELANCE  

pazzaglianatalia@gmail.com /www.nataliapazzaglia.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a 26-year old Italian writer,  traveller, freelance blogger and reporter, with a background in  International 

development and a passion for journalism. In the  last five years I visited Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Israel,  Palestine, 

Turkey, Russia, China, Japan, India, Vietnam, Cambodia,  Laos, Thailand, Ivory Coast, Cuba, Bolivia, Peru, 

Argentina,  Norway, United States, Egypt, Morocco, Singapore, Qatar. And I am  eager to discover more. My aim is 

to report back what I saw and  what I felt in order to promote an immersive, first - person  journalism and to create 

a valuable, well structured multicultural  society.  With a Master in International Relations and language proficiency  

in four languages, I have worked and volunteered in many  developing countries, acquiring a thoughtful 

perspective on  multicultural issues and International Affa irs. Last year I  coordinated an innovative platform for 

social inclusion at the  Inter-American Development Bank (http://www.bidinnovacion.org/en)  and I am now 

working with migrants in Rome.  I am eager to join the Mediane exchange program  as I am sure this  would be 

the perfect opportunity to develop a project explaining  the potentialities of travel reporting as a tool for 

multicultural  development. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I am working as free lance reporter, My main areas of interests are:  1) travel and multiculturalism  2) social 

entreprise  3) youth empowernment  4) social innovation  5) social engagement and voluntarism  I would love to 

focus on no profit work that could lead to a sound, positive multicultural vision of society.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I haven't found a partner organization yet.  However, one of the organization I would love to work with (but I am 

not sure whether could be included in the project or not) are:  - Ashoka: https://www.ashoka.org/regions/europe  - 

Young Foundation: http://youngfoundation.org/  - Media for Development: 

http://www.mediafordevelopment.org.uk/  These are just examples of organization I would like to partner with but 

I am oper to any other opportunities suggested by Mediane. I would love to report on power of media as tool for 

social inclusion of disadvantaged people- isolated communities in Europe. I would love to focus on a comparison 

between the situation in my home country (Italy) and the country of the host organization.  My target g roups 

would be youth, especially migrants and youth of low class communities.  The project would involve interviews and 

a creative blog project. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I would love to report on power of media as tool for social inclusion of disadvantaged people- isolated communities 

in Europe. I would love to focus on a comparison between the situation in my home country (Italy) and the country 

of the host organization.  My target groups would be youth, especially migrants and youth of low class 

communities.  The project would involve interviews and a creative blog project.  I would be interested in 

collaborating with associations from Central, Eastern Europe and UK.  I speak English, French, Spanish and Italian.  

I would be available to work in January-February. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Milica PESIC - UNITED KINGDOM 

MEDIA DIVERSITY INSTITUTE  

milica.pesic@media-diversity.org /www.media-diversity.org 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I coined the term Inclusive Journalism in April 2009  for the first ever international conference on Inclusive 

Journalism for Inclusive Societies, held in Rabat, Morocco.  As Executive Director of Media Diversity Institute I have 

designed and supervised  several multi-national, multi-annual   Inclusive Journalism / Reporting Diversity media 

development programmes in Europe, NIS, MENA, South East Asia, Sub-Sahara, West Africa and The Caribbean.   

Journalist by profession I have reported for the BBC, Radio Free Europe, the Times HES, TV Serbia and other 

media.   I hold an MA in International Journalism from City University, London.   Prior to MDI, I have wo rked for 

NY University and  IFJ introducing through them the very first ever Reporting Diversity Training programme to 

Europe. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The Media Diversity Institute (MDI) is an international organisation entirely devoted to working with  the media in 

order to improve reporting on diversity issues which can cause disputes/conflicts at the local, national, regional or 

international level. We define diversity as race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, age, income-based discrimination, 

gender, sexuality, and whatever else makes individuals or groups different from each other. Different but, equal! 

Over the last 13 years MDI has worked in Western, Eastern, and South Eastern Europe, the former Soviet States, 

Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and North Africa, and Southern Asia. MDI promotes responsible journalism as a 

means to improve inter-community relations, increase tolerance, and encourage dialogue among individuals and 

groups coming from different backgrounds. We work with journalism academics and students, media decision 

makers and reporters, as well as with Civil Society Organisations specialized in diversity issues.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

someone like Symbiosis in Greece. exchange of experience, a co-production 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

MDI has the longest experience in the world in Inclusive Journalism training / production, training tools use.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

serbian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Alexandre POUSSART - FRANCE 

IPJ  

alexandre.poussart@sfr.fr / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a French journalism student at IPJ (French practical institute of journalism in Paris). I work at French 

newspaper Ouest-France, which speaks about news in Britanny. My first experience as journalist was the Tour de 

France (moutain bike) and I wrote many articles about Women cyclists who took part in this event. There are less 

sexual discrimination in moutain bike than in cycling on road.   I have worked at the French radio RFI which works 

on African news. It was a good exercize to interview French people with African origins. This people are not 

represented in French media enough.   I like RFI because this radio has a Russian antenna.  I speak Russian and I 

would like to make the MEDIANE programme with a Russian journalist. In France I think there are false opinions 

about freedom of expression in Russia. It would be interesting to see how Russian medias work on diversity and 

discrimination questions. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I am a French journalism student at IPJ (French practical institute of journalism in Paris).  IPJ is a school which is 

very aware of discrimination and diversity questions. For 10 years, this school is committed for diversity and 

against discrimination. In 2013, IPJ has signed a charter for diversity, recognized by many institutions. This school 

has students with disabilities and recruits students with all social and ethno cultural origins.   In school programm, 

teachers speak about all types of discrimination (sexual, social, racial...)  I work at the newspaper Ouest -France 

which is very aware of conditions of prisoners in France. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to collaborate with a Russian journalist or to work in a Russian news agency. I would like also work 

with Russian journalism students. It is interested to see how Russian medias treat some themes linked with 

discriminations: racism, sexuality. In western Europe, Russian medias and their working methods are unknown.  The 

main objective of my proposed exchange is to compare French and Russian medias about their treatment of 

discrimination questions. What are discriminations which are treated a lot by French medias? By the Russian news? 

In these two countries, what are the public opinions about discrimination and diversity in their national media? In 

these two countries, I wonder if Internet medias are ahead the other medias (TV, radio,  newspaper) about these 

questions of discrimination and diversity. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I am a French student journalism at IPJ in Paris and I am looking for a Russian student journalism or a Russian 

journalist to work on discrimination questions in French and Russian medias. This work will be based on an 

exchange between France and Russia. I speak Russian, English and French. My date this exchange is summer 

2014.  You can contact me on : alexandre.poussart@sfr.fr 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Russian / OTHER LANGUAGES English 
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Delphine REUTER - BELGIUM 

IHECS ACADEMY  

delphine.reuter@galilee.be /www.linkedin.com/in/delphinereuter 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I was trained as a journalist at IHECS in Belgium and later acquired an MS in journalism at Columbia University. 

While I was in NY I learned about investigative techniques and the importance of data, and have been wanting to 

develop new data-driven storytelling ideas. I think reporters covering issues like racism and extreme-right political 

parties would gain from using data as a basis for their stories and for approaching their sources. I'm really 

motivated to find out if other organisations, journalists or trainers have set up networking or training programs for 

journalists and/or civil society representatives to help them use data for finding stories, mapping trends, creating 

visualisations that help better understand issues and foster change in society. The results of the 2014 EU elections 

showed that extreme-right and so-called "eurosceptic" parties are on the rise, including inside the European 

parliament. This is a worrying trend for democracy, and citizens need to access reliable, in-depth information. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I work for IHECS Academy, the lifelong training center attached to the Brussels -based journalism and 

communication school IHECS (Institut des Hautes Etudes des Communications Sociales). We offer journalism and 

communication trainings as well as Executive masters covering European issues. Since August 2013 I've been 

developing practical training programs for journalists aimed at helping them acquire a multimedia mindset - 

thinking across the board to publish stories that provide a real experience for the online user/viewer. This includes 

finding new ways of reporting and publishing about less-known or less-covered issues like poverty, migration, 

racism, etc. locally or nationally. I'm also working with a class of professional journalists in what's the first French -

speaking long-term investigative reporting programme in Belgium, and some of the participants' investigative 

projects touch upon diversity and discrimination in the workplace. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I'm looking for a data journalist/infographist, or a media organisation, or a network that has developed data 

journalism trainings covering diversity and non-discrimination among other topics. I would like to exchange on how 

we can teach journalists to think about using data in their stories, from the bottom up, thus first finding the data, 

analyse it, and then start imagining clever ways of displaying it so that online viewers can use it to make informed 

decisions. The main objectives of this exchange are to learn from each other, discover our teaching methods and 

what can be adapted in our context. There are many ways one can teach about data journalism, whether it be 

project-based, or a long-term investigative project, or a hackathon/datacamp, or an evening class during several 

weeks, etc. The expected result would be to identify the most promising approach to teach data journalism in 

Belgium and to decide how we can collaborate to have exchanges between d ifferent organisations across Europe. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Hi everyone,  I'm looking for an organisation, a media or a journalist who's been teaching to reporters how to 

cover and publish data-driven stories, with the aim of setting up a similar programme at IHECS Academy in 

Brussels. I work at IHECS Academy as a project manager for journalism training (www.ihecs -academy.be) and I'm 

fascinated with the idea of having a data journalism community in Belgium. At the Academy our working language 

is French but we also organise trainings in English so I speak both languages. I'm pretty flexible in terms of dates.  

Looking forward to hearing from you!  Best,  Delphine 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Dutch 
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Kevin REYNOLDS - IRELAND 

RTÉ  

kevin.reynolds@rte.ie /www.rte.ie/dramaonone 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Kevin was born in Tullamore, County Offaly in the midlands of Ireland and was raised in Glasnevin in Dublin. After 

receiving his primary and secondary education at the local Christian Brothers' School, he attended University 

College Dublin and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Irish, History and Politics and later a Master Of Arts 

degree in Film Studies. He trained as a primary school teacher at St. Patrick's College of Education and worked as a 

teacher for five years. While teaching he trained as an actor and became professional, working in both the Irish 

and English languages at the Abbey Theatre, RTÉ Radio and TV and extensively in Theatre in Education. He 

became a Radio Producer in 1996 and has worked across all strands of programming.  He is now Series Producer of 

RTÉ Radio Drama. As a teacher, an actor and a broadcast professional, Kevin has witnessed and experienced our 

common humanity and has sought to communicate and foster inter-communication and understanding among 

people of different ages, classes and backgrounds. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Raidio Teilifís Éireann (RTÉ) is Ireland's national Public Service broadcaster and media provider. It is owned by and 

answerable to the People of Ireland. RTÉ's Vision is to grow the trust of the people of Ireland as it informs, 

inspires, reflects and enriches their lives. RTÉ's mission is to nurture and reflect the cultural and regional diversity 

of all the people of Ireland, to provide distinctive programming and services of the highest quality and ambition, 

with the emphasis on home production, to inform the Irish public by delivering the best comprehensive news 

service possible and to enable national participation in all major events.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
Ideally a broadcast professional (writer, dramaturg) from France, Belgium, Austria or Turkey. That we are all part 

of the same Human family and our common experience links all of us, regardless of whatever side of the fence you 

sit. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Hello. My proposed idea is to create a piece of drama, ten minutes in length, set in the Great War. This piece 

would feature an Irishman who joins the fight for a variety of reasons (possibly a result of ppropaganda, religious 

beliefs, search for adventure) and through a meeting, in the trenches, with someone from a diferent cultural and 

regional experience discovers the common humanity that links all of us. I would ideally lke to collaborate and co 

operate with a broadcast professional (writer, dramaturg) from France, Belgium, Austria or Turkey ... But  I am 

open to all offers. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Irish / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Sean RICHARDSON - UNITED KINGDOM 

PENISTONE GRAMMAR ADVANCED LEARNING CENTRE  

seanrichardson70@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Published Media/ Film Writer and lecturer specialising in Film / Production Work.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Advanced Learning Centre 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Fellow Educators in Film/ Media in the European zone. To exchange Film/ Media Educatiion strategies that explore 

diversity and representation issues in 21st Century Europe. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

To exchange Film/ Media Educatiion strategies that explore diversity and representation issues in 21st Century 

Europe.  Sean Richardson, author of 'The Guerilla Guide to Student Film Making' wishes to exchange.  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Sabrina RYAN - IRELAND 

DUBLIN SOUTH FM  

sabrinadsfm@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a journalism graduate from Dublin City University with a keen interest in community media. Having worked in 

community media across two radio station with the view to cover less publicised news and stories, I have realised 

the gap within the media that community media can fill as commercial interests do not interfere.     With 

experience writing for a commercial business magazine, (Business and Finance) I have experienced both sides of 

the media world and would like to explore how people engage or disengage with various media outlets dependent 

on their stance for diversity with reporting. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Dublin South FM is the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland licensed Community Radio Station for a catchment area 

covering Parts of Dundrum, Churchtown, Rathfarnham, Ballinteer, Kilmacud,  Goatstown, Stillorgan, Windy Arbour, 

Milltown, Mount Merrion and Sandyford. It is a project run by volunteers from the local community with the support 

of permanent fulltime staff.    Dublin South FM was the first local community radio station in Ireland to go on air in 

1995 and is the BAI community radio in South Dublin on the former (now defunct) 104.9 frequency. It was formed 

to solve the difficulty local groups had in letting people know what was going on in the locality and provide a new 

medium of scope for the community. What stated off as a somewhat 'pirate' station has now become a fully 

licensed BAI Service for South Dublin and beyond    We are a local access radio station with community 

programming that reflects the ethos of community radio with a unique blend of community interests, cultural and 

linguistic diversity, we deliver social gains and develop social capital through radio provision and training in radio 

skills for all community members, especially youth and socially excluded individuals.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would be interested to work with another individual interested in the division within the media across the 

commercial/community divide. Perhaps an exchange with someone from a commercial media outlet or a community  

media outlet to explore how community media works outside the Irish arena.  The main objectives would be to 

explore the gap in diversity of media outlets as affected by commercial interests. It would be a study into if 

diversity within reporting is sacrificed if and when financial strains and pressures come into play. From personal 

experience working with both commercial and community media spheres, reportage and news gathering take a 

different format and is approached differently. This would be expected finding but the extent to which this happens 

could be examined. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

As a community radio professional with a keen interest in maintaining a high standard in reportage of diverse and 

meaningful news and stories. In light of this, I would be interested in undertaking a study into how commercial 

pressures can affect how we present the news. In contrast to this, it may be interesting to examine how the 

consumers of commercial and community media react to the differences in reporting.     My mother tongue is 

English and I have a basic grasp of French. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Sanem SAHIN - UNITED KINGDOM 

UNIVERSITY OF LINCOLN  

ssahin@lincoln.ac.uk /staff.lincoln.ac.uk/ssahin 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Sanem Şahin is a lecturer in the School of Journalism at the University of Lincoln, teaching journalism and ethics, 

international human rights, war and conflict resolution. She has PhD and Masters from the U.K. and Bachelor’s 

degree from Turkey. Prior to an academic career, she worked as a print and broadcast journalist in North Cyprus 

and in the UK. Her research interests include national identity, peace and conflict reporting, international human 

rights and journalism ethics. She was a Fulbright Visiting Scholar in the States and received the Research 

Fellowship in Peace Studies by the Consortium of Peace Studies in Canada. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The School of Journalism is part of the University of Lincoln in the city of Lincoln in the UK. It was founded in 2004 

to develop the study of journalism in all its aspects. It offers various undergraduate and postgraduate courses in 

journalism and public relations. The School's BA Journalism programme is accredited by three industry bodies; the 

National Council for the Training of Journalists, the Broadcast Journalism Training Council and the Periodicals 

Training Council, all of which ensure high standards of teaching and industry relevance. It is also ‘Recognised for 

Excellence’ with the European Journalism Training Association (EJTA).  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I’d like to work with anyone who is interested in examining media practices when reporting on marginalised groups 

especially immigrants and gypsy and traveller communities. My project idea is to produce a case study report on 

the negative effects of the portrayal of immigrants or gypsy and traveller communities in the media. The overall 

aim is to produce a report (or an article) that could be used in journalism trainings to create awareness on how 

stereotyping in the news reports can affect these communities. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I'm an academic interested in analysing the way the media reports on marginalised groups especially immigrants 

and gypsy and traveller communities.  Working languages: Turkish and English  Possible dates for exchange 

October- November 2014 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Turkish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Sylvia SAMMUT - MALTA 

ROOTED lavender003@hotmail.com / 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 
I am a qualified teacher of English and a volunteer youth worker, with over 25 years experience in this field in 

Malta and the UK. I am an author and currently working on 2 publications. I am involved in 5 EU projects dealing 

with Traditional Dance and Music, Environment, Healthy Diet, Waste Reduction and Recycling with the aim of 

providing employability skills to the young people. Often times Rooted broadcasted on the radio about these 

themes giving them the opportunity to meet and  train with media people: journalists, editors and content 

managers, in the promotion of positive thinking/ behaviour. I would like to be able to eventually produce an easy 

media content with a strong theme and message.  The exchange will enable me to explore the divers ity in the 

community in Bulgaria and the way media covers the diversity issues. 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
The main aim of Rooted is to help underprivileged young people to find their direction in life and their passion 

comes from the fact that marginalised young people have often had a less than positive experience in education or 

employment; regularly they become disenfranchised and have often shielded away from fulfilling a positive role in 

society.They have developed a supportive working structure for the young people with whom they work and 

encourages them to see themselves as useful members of society and to empower them to value all that entails 

and recognizing the active role of the media in forming the community opinion on topics of common interest,  

awareness-raising on topics of common interest, awareness-raising and promotion of human-dignity when covering 

disability topics,  Many young people live on that vicious circle that perpetuates many of the problems that plague 

young lives: difficult background, poverty, lack of aspirations, low self-esteem, unemployment, lack of education 

and sometimes self abuse. That is why Rooted do not shy away from difficult subjects such as reaching out to 

people on the margins of society, for instance in helping immigrants feel part of the local community.They offer an 

open and inclusive space for participation and reflection, where respect, tolerance and intelligent discussions 

always take place. They use the media in a creative and interesting way so they can reall y engage participants. 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I want to work with a team that includes representatives of diverse social groups in the production of the media 

content. Together with the team of the hosting organisation, we have identified a s a hosting consortium: the 

National Alliance of Social responsibility/ VISION Agency for Social Development and the Media Centre of the Varna 

Free University & we will explore together the way media facilitates the link between the formal and non-formal 

education, empowers the diversity and gives a sense of identity.  I prefer to work with a team and a hosting 

organisation that a hosting team that covers disability issues and trains young people in media ethics and diversity 

management.  I have identified a partner/team from Varna, Bulgaria.  I prefer to also explore the way the media, 

managed by my Bulgarian host partners have been working together to combine the professional perspective and 

young people’s perspective in designing and producing media contents that recognizes the needs of various 

community groups. First visit: host: the Maltese partner: period: April 2-8, 2014 or May 1-6, 2014 – 4 full working 

days: TBD   Second visit: host: NASO – Varna, Bulgaria: period: July 18 – 25, 2014 – 4 full days: TBD  Main 

objective: To build a professional community in media and explore the way the diverse communities are portrayed 

in the media. The outputs that will be produced during the EEMP project will empower media trainers and youth 

workers to teach responsible citizenship, mainstreaming and inclusion and responsible use of internet. The key 

accent for both visits with the EEMP project will be the participation of minorities the development of media 

content:  To strengthen that, the Bulgarian partner Ekaterina Marinova will be accompanied by a young colleague 

to whom she is a mentor: a young man with a physical impairment and social issues who runs a youth media and 

produces together with the Media centre of the Varna Free Uni – a series of short clips, promoting the adapted 

sports. This team of 2 will share practices of inclusion/exclusion/ identity & the role of the media in promoting that. 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

An university lecturer and a youth worker from Malta, participating in projects on the diversity management and 

strengthening of the cultural identity of various social groups.  I prefer to network with media organizations that 

are run by or in cooperation with advocacy groups or lobbyists, standing for the rights of people with disabilities . I 

plan to cooperate with an organisation, based in Varna and, if possible – cooperate also with a local University, 

training young people, interested in media.  With the project I will also learn about the community response to the 

needs of the vulnerable community members in Bulgaria and to what extent the Bulgarian media are inclusive and 

which aspects of the disability are covered. I also want to learn more about the media ethics in the country and 

what inclusiveness standards the youth media follow.            I want to cooperate with an NGO or a media, that 

promotes diversity and more specially – the mainstreaming of the people with disabilities.      I am ready to host 

the visit in April/May 2014 and undertake the visit in the period July – October 2014. 

MOTHER TONGUE Maltese OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Italian 
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Barbara SCHOFIELD - UNITED KINGDOM 

CITY UNIVERSITY LONDON  

b.schofield@city.ac.uk / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a journalism tutor and former broadcast journalist. My teaching includes a module on the British Media which 

of course is set in the context of global media. Part of this module is concerned with the portrayal of minorities 

within the media -- this includes attitudes to religious differences, sexual orientation and racist stereotypes within 

the media. We also regularly investigate attitudes within the media to immigrants and immigrat ion (a very topical 

issue in Britain, politically and sociologically).    City University London is keen to participate -- London is a multi-

cultural and multi-ethnic city, probably the most diverse city on earth. In this respect, the city should and does to 

some extent deal with pervading issues of discrimination, but there is still some way to go. We believe a 

partnership with at least one Eastern European city will be useful for both our students, tutors and those of the 

partner University in encouraging analysis and understanding of the barriers to tolerance and integration, fostered 

(or not!) by attitudes within the media. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

City University London is a founder member of EJTA and of Micro-Europa, the European student radio network. We 

are an outward facing institution with links and collaborations across Europe. Our students are drawn from 

countries across the world and bring personal knowledge of aspects of discrimination and attitudes to diversity. We 

are NOT a homogenous University and our UK-native students are from every background, religion and ethnic 

grouping.  Mediane speaks directly to our experience and potential in making journalism training a vehicle for 

tolerance and re-evaluation of attitudes, inside and outside the world of media. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
We are hopeful of an exchange with Babes Bolyai University in Cluj, Romania. We know there is a Journalism 

training course delivered in English in that institution.  Also -- we may have an additional partner in Sofia, Bulgaria.  

(Anna McKane is facilitating these partnerships...)  We intend to concentrate on attitudes to sexual orientations 

(Lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender) within the media and within society, and how the two aspects are related, i n 

both London and in two eastern European cities (ideally, Cluj, Romania, and Sofia, Bulgaria). We will be producing 

research-based analytical media products (video, audio plus an online site) about the similarities and differences 

between the partner cities/countries. The participating tutor will also write and organise a set of three workshops 

on 'Journalistic approaches to the portrayal of sexual orientation -- how media portrays sexual 'difference' and the 

process of news dissemination in UK/Bulgaria/Romania'. These will be aimed at journalism students both 

undergraduate and postgraduate and will form part of a wider journalism training module.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I am hoping we can get the support of Anna McKane in fixing our partnership. If this does not materialise, we will 

be using the Matching Service. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES German 
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Christina SIGANIDOU - GREECE 

ERT3 - FREELANCE  

cspace23@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have gaduated law school in Thessaloniki and got a masters degree (DEA) in Paris VII in sociology of information 

and communication. Before the closure, I have been also hosting my own show about science and I have been 

specialised in european affairs. This year of self management gave us a better approach to minorities and all 

suffering parts of society. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I have been working for 20 years in ERT. Last June it got shut down by the government. We are still there, after 14 

months, producing news bulletins and cultural shows, without getting paid. I am presenting the news bulletin and 

hosting a weekly magazine. ERT3 is a regional public channel. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
An open minded person, eager to work with other people.  During this period of self management, I am 

experiencing a new way of journalism, free of any kind of imposed power. I have been  thinking that this 

experience reminds me of journalism in vitro. I am willing to share this new approach with other colleagues.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

During this period of self management, I am experiencing a new way of journalism, free of any  kind of imposed 

power. I have been thinking that this experience reminds me of journalism in vitro. I am willing to share this new 

approach with other colleagues. I speak fluently english and french, relatively sufficient german and  basicaly 

understand italian and spanish. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

greek 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE french / OTHER LANGUAGES english 
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Jesse SINGAL - GERMANY 

BOSCH FOUNDATION 

ASSOCIATED REPORTERS ABROAD  

jesse.singal@gmail.com /jessesingal.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I graduated from the University of Michigan in 2006, eventually taking a job at Campus Progress, part of the 

progressive Center for American Progress think tank. I wrote and edited about a variety of issues, many connected 

to issues of diversity and nondiscrimination. Then, I worked as web editor at Washington Monthly (focusing on 

higher education affordability issues), and as an editorial writer and online editor at The Boston Globe. After that, I 

got a Master in Public Affairs degree from Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affair, 

focusing on issues of poverty and inequality in the United States, particularly those connected to the  legal system. 

Finally, realizing I lacked an international perspective on these issues, I took a Bosch Fellowship and moved to 

Berlin. During my time here I've reported on a variety of issues for ARA, but my primary goal is to learn everything 

I can about issues of migration, discrimination, and inequality in this part of the world.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

ARA reports on a wide variety of issues for media outlets seeking to bolster their foreign coverage. There's a 

regular focus on issues of discrimination and inequality, particularly where there's a focus on migration, ethnicity, 

and race. ARA has a strong presence when it comes to journalists in the Middle East, in particular.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
John Dyer is a freelance writer based in the Balkans as well as editor at Associated Reporters Abroad. He’s written 

for The Boston Globe, Newsday, Global Post and other publications. He’s a former fellow at  the Reuters Institute 

for the Study of Journalism at Oxford University. Associated Reporters Abroad is a Berlin, Germany-based 

organization of freelance foreign correspondents that write for major publications around the world.  John and I will 

conduct a study of German, Bulgarian and international press coverage of the exploitation of  their respective 

countries’ Muslim communities for political gain. We’ll look at two examples of the dynamic. Both Germany and 

Bulgaria already possess large Turkish populations that have been the target of right-wing xenophobic rhetoric. 

The communities are different, however: Turks immigrated to Germany as Gastarbeiter. In Bulgaria, they are 

citizens who descend from Turkish colonizers whose communities have lived in the county for centuries. At the 

same time, we’ll also look at the media’s treatment of how politicians handle a new common issue: the large Syrian 

refugee populations that are settling or due to settle in both countries. Looking at the coverage of political parties 

in both contexts will illustrate how their anti-Muslim rhetoric is developing in a regional sense (e.g. versus 

longstanding Turkish communities) as well as a pan-European sense (e.g. Syrian refugees as an external threat). 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I'm pretty set on working with John, but let me know if more information on this front is required. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE German / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Andrej SKOLKAY - SLOVAKIA 

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA  

askolkay@hotmail.com /www.skamba.sk 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have been involved in media research and education for twenty years, currently focusing at various aspects of 

media policies, new media literacy for journalists and informal media education in Slovakia.    I teach course the 

Media And International Relations in English.    I would like to compare/evaluate/improve/exchange some of my 

products (research papers and teaching materials) and share professional experiences with international colleagues 

with similar professional interests. It would be also great if there would be a research partner who would be 

interested in some collaborative research. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The School of Communication and Media, n.o. (SKAMBA) is a research establishment founded in Slovakia in 2008. 

SKAMBA´s mission is to provide high quality in-depth research on issues related to communication and media, as 

well as courses, seminars and lectures mainly related to the dissemination of  research results.   SKAMBA has so far 

been involved in two major FP7 research projects (MEDIADEM, ANTICORRP) and some medium sized international 

scientific or educational projects (e.g. EMEDUS, NewMedLit, the deterrence of fraud related to EU funds through 

investigative journalism in EU-27, and Hungarian Media Laws in Europe). SKAMBA has experts who work for major 

media in Slovakia. We closely cooperate with the Slovak Section of the Association of European Journalists.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
A researcher / lecturer from a think-tank/NGO, or smaller, ideally private college/university.  The main objective of 

this exchange would be mutual professional comparison/peer criticism and exchange/development of teaching 

material (Power Point Presentation for about 30-33 hours of lecturing) on Media and International Relations course 

for third year university/college students in English. It is expected that in this way this course will benefit from 

more diverse approach to lecturing. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I seek mutual professional comparison/peer criticism and exchange/further development with focus at cultural, 

educational and professional diversity of teaching material (Power Point Presentation for about 30 -33 hours of 

lecturing, including further links to Youtbue videos, etc) on Media and International Relations course for third year 

university/college students in English.  Possible dates of exchange - any time in 2014. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Slovak 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE German / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Gonzalo SORIA GINER - SPAIN 

RADIO MALVA  

gnzlsoria@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Gonzalo Soria. I am degree in philosophy and audiovisual communication. I have been collaborating in 

Radio Malva since 2007.  I do a semanal program every friday about local news and doing interviews to people of 

social movements in our city and the rest of the country. Another work I normally do are some lessons about 

operation of the radio for students about 15 to 18 years interested in the area of comunication.  My main 

motivation is to know other people who works in the same areas as me and learn other possibilities to make and 

teach radio. The encounter could be a possibility for me to improve in my job as a collaborator in Radio Malva and 

to take some contacts from other community radios in europe as well. I can contribute at this meeting with my 

theoretical and practical experience about the area of the local comunication. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Radio Malva is a local community radio who was born 15 years ago in the maritim distrit of Valencia in Spain. Since 

that time the collective is doing a social work of comunication with neirborhoods of the distrit and for other people 

in the rest of the city.  Our work has been to provide a space for freedom of expression and access to 

communication neighbors and promote a cultural area for local musicians and artists. another task of the radio is to 

offer the opportunity to learn the technical and theoretical performance of groups such as jópvenes, migrants, 

women's and disabled through classes taught at our local.  Radio Malva also has a collaborative relationship on 

local news content with other community radio stations across the country. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

My proposition is to train with some theoretical and practical lessons about main tools to have the autonomy 

necessary to work in local communication. the idea is to empower members of social groups and associations with 

communication tools which could be useful for dissemination and communication of its work and proposals.    I 

participated in the Mediane meeting in Lisbon last march. In this experience I had the opportunity to know the 

women's association União de Mulheres Alternativa e Resposta and I wanted to know about the possibility to work 

with some media in Lisboa who works with this kind of organizations, and work with them my proposition.  In my 

opinion the best way to get a good inclusive of the diversities is teaching the main rules of the communication to 

the members who really need this kind of tools for his own integration.  So teaching the main know about how they 

can communicate with the society is the best way to show his needs and work by themselves for their inclusiveness  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

My proposition is to train with some theoretical and practical lessons about main tools to have the autonomy 

necessary to work in local communication. the idea is to empower members of social groups and associations with 

communication tools which could be useful for dissemination and communication of its work and proposals.    I 

participated in the Mediane meeting in Lisbon last march. In this experience I had the opportunity to know the 

women's association União de Mulheres Alternativa e Resposta and I wanted to know about the possibility to work 

with some media in Lisboa who works with this kind of organizations, and work with them my proposition.    I 

would Like to do an interchange with a media in Lisbon to collaborate in social projects. After this summer I have 

more availability. My gmail is gnzlsoria@gmail.com 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

spanish 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE  / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Valentin STANCHEV - BULGARIA 

SOFIA UNIVERSITY "ST. KLIMENT OHRIDSKI"  

valentin.st.stanchev@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a student in the Faculty of Journalism and Mass Communication. I am in the third year of my studying of 

Journalism. During my first year I was on internship in Eurosport Bulgaria (sports commentary). I am a vice -

president in Students Council of Sofia University.  I am glad to participate in this exchange, because the program 

will be very helpful for my journalism career. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Sofia University is the oldest university in Bulgaria. It was founded in 1888.   Students Council was founded in  1997 

after big student protests against the Parliament. The president now is Daniel Stoev.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with Gergana Lazarova. She is my schoolmate in the university.  Lazarova - I hope that 

MEDIANE media exchanges will give me a chance of working with foreign people for professional worldwide media. 

I am sure it will be very helpful because I really want to work as a journalist and the more I know, the better I will 

work. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Lazarova - I want to help Bulgarian media to be more objective and more professional. I hope that working with 

foreign journalists will broaden my horizons.    The idea of our exchange is looking at press coverage of gays and 

lesbians in the UK and in Bulgaria. I am really interested in how adoption by gay couples is accepted in these 

countries and I am sure that City University London will give us very important knowledge.    I think I can do it 

because I am tolerant, well-organised and reliable. Also, I have been two times in England and I am sure this 

experience will help me with my work.    I have been training for different Bulgarian medias - "Obekti" magazine 

(http://www.obekti.bg/), "Menu" megazine (http://www.menumag.bg/), "Binar" online radio (http: //binar.bg/). I 

have been a part of YCBS project,  "Children of freedom" - a Radio project about the protests in Sofia with students 

from the University „St. Kliment Ochridski“.    My possible working languages are Bulgarian and English.    My 

possible dates for the exchange are August and September. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Stanchev - English / OTHER LANGUAGES Lazarova - English 
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Valentin STANCHEV - BULGARIA 

SOFIA UNIVERSITY "ST. KLIMENT OHRIDSKI"  

valentin.st.stanchev@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am a student in the Faculty of Journalism and Mass Communication. I am in the third year of my studying of 

Journalism. During my first year I was on internship in Eurosport Bulgaria (sports commentary). I am a vice -

president in Students Council of Sofia University.  I am glad to participate in this exchange, because the program 

will be very helpful for my journalism career. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Sofia University is the oldest university in Bulgaria. It was founded in 1888.   Students Council was founded in 1997 

after big student protests against the Parliament. The president now is Daniel Stoev . 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with Gergana Lazarova. She is my schoolmate in the university.  Lazarova - I hope that 

MEDIANE media exchanges will give me a chance of working with foreign people for professional worldwide media. 

I am sure it will be very helpful because I really want to work as a journalist and the more I know, the better I will 

work. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Lazarova - I want to help Bulgarian media to be more objective and more professional. I hope that working with 

foreign journalists will broaden my horizons.    The idea of our exchange is looking at press coverage of gays and 

lesbians in the UK and in Bulgaria. I am really interested in how adoption by gay couples is accepted in these 

countries and I am sure that City University London will give us very important knowledge.    I think I can do it 

because I am tolerant, well-organised and reliable. Also, I have been two times in England and I am sure this 

experience will help me with my work.    I have been training for different Bulgarian medias - "Obekti" magazine 

(http://www.obekti.bg/), "Menu" megazine (http://www.menumag.bg/), "Binar" online radio (http://binar.bg/). I 

have been a part of YCBS project,  "Children of freedom" - a Radio project about the protests in Sofia with students 

from the University „St. Kliment Ochridski“.    My possible working languages are Bulgarian and English.    My 

possible dates for the exchange are August and September. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Stanchev - English / OTHER LANGUAGES Lazarova - English 
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Nikolaos STELYA - GREECE 

KATHIMERINI  

stelgias@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I WAS BORN IN ISTANBUL. I AM MEMBER OF THE GREEK COMMUNITY OF ISTANBUL. MY FIRST DEGREE WAS IN 

THE COMMUNICATION FIELD (ATHENS PANTEION UNIVERSITY, MEDIA, COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE 

DEPARTMENT). I HAVE A MASTER DEGREE IN OTTOMAN HISTORY. MY DOCTORATE THESIS FOCUSES TO THE 

MODERN TURKISH HISTORY. I HAVE PUBLISHED TWO BOOKS THAT FOCUS TO THE KURDISH QURESTION OF 

TURKEY AND THE CYPRUS PROBLEM. I HAVE EVERYDAY BASIS COMMUNICATION AND DIALOG WITH THE 

SOCIETIES OF TURKEY, GREECE AND CYPRUS (BOTH COMMUNITIES). 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

I STARTED MY CAREER IN JOURNALISM AS A FREELANCE JOURNALIST IN POLITIS NEWSPAPER OF CYPRUS. FROM 

2003 UNTIL 2009 I HAVE COLLABORATION WITH MANY TURKISH AND GREEK NEWSPAPERS, TV S AND NEWS WEB 

SITES IN TURKEY AND GREECE. IN 2009 I HAVE THE HONOR TO BE SELECTED THE FIRST REPRESENTATIVE OF A 

GREEK CYPRIOT NEWSPAPER IN THE OTHER SIDE OF THE GREEN LINE. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I WOULD PREFER TO HAVE COLLABORATION AND THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE TEAM WORK WITH A MEDIA 

DEPARTMENT THAT FOCUSES TO THE WORLD AFFAIRS, ESPECIALLY THE CRITICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 

MIDDLE EAST AND THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN SEA. A CHANCE FOR THIS KIND OF JOB IN A TV OR INTERNET 

SITE WOULD BE GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR ME. MIDDLE EAST IN TRANSITION, SYRIA, IRAQ, EGYPT IN CRISIS, 

SOCIAL DISTURBANCES IN TURKEY, LEBANON, GREECE... CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT, THE PROBLEMS AND 

NATIONALISM WITH RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE... WE NEED A NEW APPROACH TO THE SOCIETIES IN 

TRANSITION. WE NEED TO FOCUS TO THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BACKGROUND OF OUR ¨HOME'. AN 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE WEB OR TV JOURNALISM HAVING IN MIND THIS PRIORITY... IN MY OPINION 

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT OBJECTIVE. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

SOCIETIES IN THE ERA OF THE TRANSITION... CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT, DISTURBANCES, ETHNIC AND 

RELIGIOUS TROUBLES... WE NEED DEFINITELY A NEW JOURNALISTIC APPROACH TO THE MODERN WORLD OF 

TRANSITION...FROM EGYPT TO TURKEY, FROM GREECE TO IRAN WE NEED NEW DIMENSIONS IN JOURNALISM. IF 

YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MY IDEA FEEL FREE TO CONTACT WITH ME IN ENGLISH, GREEK AND TURKISH. I WILL 

BE AVAILABLE FOR EXCHANGE PROPOSALS FROM THE END OF SEPTEMBER...  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

GREEK 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE TURKISH / OTHER LANGUAGES ENGLISH 
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Svetla STOYKOVA - BULGARIA 

UNION OF BULGARIAN JOURNALISTS  

svetlasto@abv.bg /sbj-bg.eu 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Svetla Stoykova.I am from Sofia, Bulgaria. I have worked as a sports journalist since 1982. I graduated 

as master of pedagogic and also as public relation from the Faculty of Journalism and Mass Communication of the 

Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski.I worked at the biggest newspapers in Bulgaria - 24 chase, Standartq 

Otechestven front and Pogled - a issue of Union of Bulgarian Journalists. I was PR-Manager for nine years of the 

Bulgarian Olympic Committee (BOC) and Editor-in-chief of a magazine Olympic Horizons - a issue of BOC and 

website www.olympic.bg. I have done the coverage of the Summer Olympics in Atlanta (1996), Athens (2004), 

Beijing (2008) and the Winter Olympic Games in Turin (2006). I have covered World and European championships 

in athletics, volleyball, gymnastics, swimming and many other competitions  My aims of the MEDIANE Programme 

are: stimulate journalists courage in fight against discrimination in sport on grounds of sexual preference, stimulate 

integration in sport of marginals, exchange information for GLBST and support mixed sport  groups in sport fields 

through media. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Union of Bulgarian Journalists (SBJ) is independent and creative organization founded in 1955. Its represents the 

interests of more than 4500 journalists in the country. SBJ incorporates 170 local journalistic societies. SBJ remains 

the largest independent journalistic organization which is taking care after development of journalism in Bulgaria 

regardless of social changes. I am a Chairperson of Section of Sport Journalists of SBJ.   I want  to share and 

increase my experience in the MEDIANE project  to promote a well -balanced coverage of minorities, organizing 

debates about how the media relates to less favoured groups, training sessions for the journalists and study tours 

in various communities, to eliminate the stereotypes from the journalistic writing. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with colleague from country where the problems with discrimination and diversity are not so 

much show on and these problems are not in focus in media. I prefer a colleague from similar organization.  I 

expect from exchange to meet a person with similar interests, to share and increase my experience and to learn of 

the practices in her/his organization and country. I hope to meet people for interviews about how to get the better 

of discrimination and homophobia, to describe how to menage with silence about those problems in media.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
I am Svetla Stoykova - a journalist from Bulgaria. I speak Russian and English. I am looking for relevant 

partnership for exchange. My aims in this project are to share and increase my experience to promote a well -

balanced coverage of minorities, organizing debates about how the media relates to less favoured groups, training  

sessions for the journalists and study tours in various communities, to eliminate the stereotypes from the 

journalistic writing. I would like to work with colleague from country where the problems with discrimination and 

diversity are not so much show on and these problems are not in focus in media. I prefer a colleague from similar 

organization. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Russian 
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Despina SYRRI - GREECE 

SYMBIOSIS  

dsyrri@gmail.com /www.symbiosis.org.gr 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Despina Syrri is President of Symβiosis, a journalist and social scientist focusing on media and diversity, migration, 

borders and mobility, political economy of development, in tandem with consultancies for international and non -

government agencies in Greece, the Balkans, Europe and Africa. She has published extensively, including working 

on documentaries, and engaged in media training. She has been Visiting Fellow at the Amsterdam Centre for 

Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Director of Research and International Cooperation at the Immigration Policy 

Institute in Greece, taught Political Science and Political Anthropology at the American College of Thessaloniki and 

has worked with the Reuters News Agency, Athens News Agency, the South East Europe Research Centre, the 

Berlin Migration Netzwerk, the British Council, the Oxford Refugee Studies Centre, the EastWest Institute, 

ELIAMEP, as well as IOs and NGOs in Southern Africa, East Europe and South East Europe on issues of post -conflict 

development, elections, poverty reduction, migration, refugees.  

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Symβiosis works closely in the recent years with established media, such as the Thessaloniki municipal media, 

several social media in Greece and the Balkans, the Novi Sad school of Journali sm, with the Journalist Association 

of Macedonia and Thrace, promoting inclusive and ethical journalism. At the same time Symbiosis undertakes 

training and broadcasting with minorities and migrants' communities striving to access public dialogue, broadcast  

and communicate, aiming . •to develop the skills, capacity and confidence of members of migrant and minorities 

communities, including asylum seekers and refugees, how to develop their own strategies to strengthen their voice, 

participation and representation in the media and at a policy making level, in order for them to participate more 

fully in society. • to transform minorities and migrants from passive, disempowered and marginalized ‘victims’ – 

largely without a voice in the popular discourse – into creatively expressive makers of their own media content and 

messages, be it to share, inform, debate, express a point of view, tell their stories, interact with ‘target audiences’, 

educate or campaign.  

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
The Media Diversity Institute (MDI) works internationally to encourage and facilitate responsible media coverage of 

diversity. It aims to prevent the media from intentionally or unintentionally spreading prejudice, intolerance and 

hatred which can lead to social tensions, disputes and violent conflict. MDI encourages instead, fair, accurate, 

inclusive and sensitive media coverage in order to promote understanding between different groups and cultures. I 

would like to collaborate with MDI's Executive Director Milica Pesic.  Learning Inclusive Journalism  practices  We 

are interested to learn from our London exchange visit best practices and tools towards our training work with 

journalists and community media, as well as design with our partner, the Media Diversity Institute, a future project 

in Greece to bring together journalists from different ethnic and religious background, Greek, minority and 

migrants, in order to train them in coverage of diversity-related issues, as well as the educational tools and 

curricula needed. For the CoE, as requested, we will produce a Media Report, thus a written report and a Radio and 

TV report in Greek. The intention is that our partners will visit Greece to evaluate the situation and proceed further 

with the exchange of experiences. This exchange visit will be intended to combat xenophobia, promote improved 

inter-ethnic relations and conflict resolution, and help secure minority rights by changing the way media in Greece 

covers and reports on such issues. 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
Symbiosis, a media civil society organsation in Greece, is interested to exchange best practices and tools towards 

working with journalists and community media, towards bringing together journalists from different ethnic and 

religious background, in order to train them in coverage of diversity-related issues, as well as the educational tools 

and curricula needed. This exchange visit will be intended to combat xenophobia, promote improved inter -ethnic 

relations and conflict resolution, and help secure minority r ights by changing the way media covers and reports on 

such issues. Possible dates November 2013 to June 2014, working language English, office@symbiosis.org.gr  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Greek 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Eleonora TARANDOVA - BULGARIA 

FORBES, BULGARIA  

n.tarandova@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I have been working for Forbes Magazine, Bulgaria for nearly 2 year. I have 14 years experience as an editor in the 

"Sports" section of the most prestigious Bulgarian business weekly Capital. I have been working for Forbes 

Magazine, Bulgaria for nearly 2 year. I was also editor in the newspaper and website Dnevnik  My background as 

follows:  2012: Forbes Bulgaria - Author  1998. - 2012: Economedia, the largest business group  Media in Bulgaria  

Capital Weekly (1998 - 2012): Editor Department of Sport  The Dnevnik (2005 - 2012): Editor Department of Sport  

www.dnevnik.bg (2008 - 2012): Editor Department of Sport  2008 - 2012: Journal INTRO - Author  2007 - 2008: 

Journal Gentleman - Author  1997 - 1998: newspaper 7 days sport - Editor  1994 - 1996: Standard Daily - Reporter  

I joined the MARS program in the fall of 2012 a workshop in Bordeaux and would like to continue working for the 

cause. As a result, I began to pay more attention to the possibilities of integration of minorities in Bulgaria and 

cover best practices in my articles. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Forbes Bulgaria is a monthly business magazine. It is on the Bulgarian market since March 2011. The magazine 

offers 60% local content. The other 40% is content from the US edition of Forbes. All US content is selected 

according to our readers’ interests. Forbes cover stories of entrepreneurs,  including whose business is related to 

the integration of minorities 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with someone of similar interests to cover stories about how businesses and the state helps to 

integrate minorities. I'm looking to learn about international projects for integration of minorities, which can 

became involved and representatives of Bulgaria. I expect to expand my contacts with colleagues from foreign 

media, which can be useful in the future. Most importantly, the stories that we will do to be a good example for a 

better Europe, where there is jobs for all, without discrimination of minorities and refugees.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I have idea to do a study on the various programs for minority integration through sport and opportunities 

supported by a business. I could investigate what is  the tax breaks for business and the benefits in these cases My 

working language is English. I have been working for Forbes Magazine, Bulgaria for nearly 2 year. I have 14 years 

experience as an editor in the "Sports" section of the most prestigious Bulgarian business weekly Capital and I did 

articles about business in sport.    Possible dates for the exchange - anytime. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Bulgarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Monika TOTH - HUNGARY 

CIVIL RADIO; HUNGARIAN BROADCASTER; PR HERALD.  

pikantheria@gmail.com /www.broadcaster.hu 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Stations: Web journalism since 2005; Literary publications since 2007; Journalism since 2008; From 2009, radio 

host; 2010 radio reporter. Profession related studies: ELTE - Ancient and Oriental languages and cultures - 

Mongolian specialties - Film minor - 1 semester of film and web-based communications; King Sigismund College - 

Communication and Media Studies - Political Science 1 semester, 1 half press and media stories. 2008: Érdi Plus 

Magazine, Editor in Chief: Csaba Vultur. Processed Topics: Current Affairs, Daily information – renovate Elizabeth 

Square. Status: journalists. 2009: Civil Radio: 2009 onwards: The Morning GoodNews Magazine - Status: editor-

presenter; 2009: news editing – 2 months. Status: newsroom. Hungarian Federation of Free Radios: 2010th – 

Shared Wavelength - Valley Arts 2010th - 24-hour radio station FM96.5. Status: Editor in Chief. 2010th - Shared 

Wavelength 103MHz FM Broadcast Status: reporter, presenter. On-site reports, news headlines, background 

papers, news editing. 2011th - Shared Wavelength - Valley Arts 2011th - 24 hour radio station FM96.5-tel. Status: 

Editor in Chief. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

The Foundation for Civil Radio was established in Budapest in 1993 to support and popularize the cause of non-

governmental and non-profit radio broadcasting. In addition, it was established to operate a local radio station in 

Budapest for the same purpose. More than a hundred associations,  foundations and institutes joined the program 

initiated by the four founders. Civil Radio broadcasts programs on the life of common city squares where morning 

and evening walkers, homeless people, bus drivers and street musicians can be heard. It is very important for us to 

focus on local matters, events and values. Mainly, we would like to introduce those people who are not famous or 

well-known, but whose everyday activities are good examples of solidarity, appreciation, identification with others 

and are involved in the protection of local values. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I would like to work with a radio or TV editor-presenter OR with somebody who work as a journalist in the written 

press. If he or she interesting about the the main directory of my theme - for examples violent against rome people 

OR violent against the weak people - we can cooperate. My main direction from my theme: Official violent against 

the weak people.   I would like to make an radio interview about my theme; after I would like to movie by this 

work and finally we can make a coloumn about the results.   I have a strong story from Hungary, I would like to 

start an case-investigation journalist series about what happened in fact in radio, in video and in the written  press. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm a radio editor-presenter in Hungary, Budapest, I would like to fight for the human rights with the media 

technics. I have a strong story, I would like to work with that.   The Act:  The Ózd autonomy (the Ózd is  a little 

city int he north of Hungary, where lives a big rome population) in the august a day locked the city’s community 

tap; int he city are 123 one hundred twenty three taps; they were locked 27 twenty seven, and they insulerd 67 

sixty seven. The cause is: watage and illegal aqua-purchase.  The place, where the most tap were, the rome-

quarter.  So far the news.  Int he august in the radio in the afternoon-magazin was the hungarian ombudsman’s 

spokesman; his a woman: Eszter Bassola.  In the and of august the hungarian ombudsman started to an auditing 

about this case.  This interview is a small part of this talking.   I want to start an case -investigation journalist 

series about what happened in fact.  Working language:  English.  Pssible exchange date: it 's very flexible.  It will 

be a very interesting journey! 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Hungarian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Gabriela Irina URSU - ROMANIA 

ASOCIATIA ROM MEDIA FILM  

rom.mediafilm@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Started with June 2005 I worked as  field reporter for  “Caravana Rromilor”, a TV programme that highlighted the 

social and cultural place of Roma minority in Romania and in Europe . The program was broadcasted on OTV, a 

national TV station.   After a three year period of changing TV domain with entertaiment, I returned to "Caravana 

romilor" in 2010. Early this year, on February 2nd 2013, the program changed it's name and the distribuitor. It 

became "Si eu m-am nascut in Romania" on Prima TV ( national TV station also). My role in the new team is to 

continue  the series of interviews with successful Roma ethnics I realised before for "Caravana romilor" and also to 

moderate the talk-show segment of the program.  An other important path I choose to follow was the NGO work, 

establishing, in December 2011,  "Rom Media Film"-"media for diversity" together with other TV professionals.  Our 

aim is to promote non discrimination by media products. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
Rom Media Film was established in december 2011, being a non-profit organization. Our main purpose it is to 

tackle discrimination issues, by media products and youth work.  In 2012 we have conducted video documenting 

projects on Roma history, following the traces of Roma Holocaust (Bergen Belsen camp- Germany; Simferopol-

Ukraine; Auschwitz-Birkenau- Poland). We have also started the Youth in Action project "European Roma Vision", 

having as partners IFAK and Roma Projekt Gottingen ( Germany ). The project is focused on participative 

democracy, including media production activities focusing on Roma youngsters and their relation with non -Roma.  

Video documentaries on Roma Holocaust produced by Rom Media Film have been broadcasted on national TV 

stations, latest one being  dedicated to Roma Holocaust remembrance, on 2nd August (broadcasted on Prima Tv, 

on 3rd August 2013). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I am interested in collaborating with a fellow TV journalist from France who has experience in working with a video 

camera and who is familiar or willing to document the situation of Romanian Roma migrants on French territory.  

He/she would be a self-motivated journalist who can shoot video footage, both in France and Romania, in order to 

offer an other image of Roma migrants. "Romanian Roma too. Image of success"  The purpose of the common 

work is to show an other image of Roma migrants, going beyond stereotypes and promoting an inclusive approach 

towards ethnic minorities.  The results of the exchange is a three-parts series of interviews with Roma migrants 

establihed, for years, in France ( an well known artist, a writer and a student). The reportages will present the 

current personal situations of the these persons.   Then, the exchange brings the French colleague in Romania, in 

order to interview other three subjects, who are what we may call "successful" citizens ( a future doctor, a lawyer 

and a policeman).  The third part shows the stereotype about Roma- "poor and uneducated" etc. and it discuss the 

meeting point of the two approaches (successful vs. excluded). 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
TV journalist from Romania, I am seeking to reveal a different story of Romanian Roma migrants to France, going 

beyond the well known image of the "poor Roma beggers or thieves" and presenting, instead, the "successful 

Roma".  I started working, as a reporter, for a TV programme dedicated to the situation of  Roma eight years ago, 

and for the last three years we have conducted a "positive" campaign in order to show to the audience "the other 

Roma". Through "Rom Media Film" NGO we try to tackle discrimination towards Roma by video documenting 

personal stories, but also Roma history.  As working language : English and French.  Possible dates for exchange: 

mid October, begining of November. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Romanian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Marieke VAN CAUWENBERGHE - BELGIUM 

VRT - VLAAMSE RADIO EN TELEVISIE  

marieke.vancauwenberghe@vrt.be / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I've a master degree in "Arabic and Islamic Studies". When I was a student I also lived abroad, I went to study at 

the University of Alicante (Spain) in the context of an Erasmus-exchange (2007). After finishing Arabic studies in 

Belgium I went to the Syrian capital Damascus to follow arabic courses  at the university and to learn more about 

the Syrian society (2008-2009). I also obtained a master degree in "International Affaires and Diplomacy" at the 

university of Antwerpen (2011). When I finished my studies I worked for a year for an organisation a gainst racism 

called "Hand in Hand" (2012). After this a shortly worked as a freelance reporter for "Gazet van Antwerpen." Since 

June 2012 I've been working for the Belgian national television news. I'm mostly interested in foreign news and in 

the situation of migrants in Belgium. Starting from September 2013 I work as a journalist and presentator for the 

national radio news. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
The VRT is the Flemish public broadcasting company of everyone and for everyone.  The public broadcasting  

company provides audiovisual programmes and services to a wide audience on all platforms, independent of 

commercial or political influence.  It focuses on quality, durability, and community sense.     The VRT has six 

leading principles.  The public broadcaster:    -guarantees independent, useful and justified information, knowledge 

or experiences;   -is a reference in a fast moving and fragmented media landscape   -increases participation and 

diversity and stimulates social responsibility ("sense of community")   -promotes the cultural identity whilst offering 

a window to the world;   -excels in creativity and innovation;   -is efficient and cooperates with public authorities, 

private partners, and media companies. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I would like to work with other journalists who are already experienced in making television or radio reportages. It 

would be practical to work with someone who has the same fields of interest, e.g. the situation of minorities, 

gender-issues, prejudices in society... - We want to find a common topic and work it out while implementing 

"inclusive diversity". This means we don't want to focus on diversity, but we want to introduce diversity it in a 

regular item.  - We are both interested in the situation of young moms who work full time and the discussion this 

produces within different societies.   - We could also work on how people feel connected to the European Union, in 

Belgium it's very important that people vote for the EU-parliament. Norway is a countru that's not part of the EU. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

I'm fluent in different languages: Dutch, French, English, Spanish. I also understand German and Arabic.  I can 

work for tv and radio, also writing press is a possibility. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Dutch 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES French 
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Victor VAN OEIJEN - THE NETHERLANDS 

FREELANCE  

victorvanoeyen@gmail.com / 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I am education and communication specialist. Worked since 1985 in Latin America as researcher for community 

media development. Did audience  studies, evaluations,  trainings and coordinated two continental studies about 

Community Radio for ALER (Asociación Latinoamericana de Educación Radiofónica) and  AMARC (World Association 

of Community Radios). I am back in the Netherlands and want to apply my experience in the community Media 

world in Europe, from a perspective of linking and learning. I will be part of the research team of CMFE and give an 

impuls to different aspects of the European world of Community Media. I am working with N1, local Radio and 

Television in Nijmegen.  It is important to get to know personally various community radio and t.v. experiences in 

other parts of the EU, in order to start to formulate the necessities for research from within a European C.M. 

perspective 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
I am working as a freelancer. At the moment I am contacting with regional med ia in my district, such as N1, (Radio 

and Television in Nijmegen). 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

I don't have a partner yet. I would like to get to know better two parts of the world of Community Media:   a. 

Ireland and Great Brittain, for the advanced state of applied research within Community Media  b. Spain and 

Portugal, for the proximity of the world of Community Media with my own Latin American experiences  I would like 

to understand better the ways Community Media could benefit from Applied Research. Therefore I want to know 

better the formulated research-needs, and the steps forward made by other practitioners. So I would be happy 

with the following results:   - I know and understand the most felt challenges for the Community Media in Ireland, 

Brittain, Spain and Portugal  - I know and have advanced contacts with european research-practitioners in the field 

of Community Media  - I am able to formulate a project proposal for an applied research programm of CMFE 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Applied research is an extremely necessary and underdeveloped area within Community Media. Are you or is your 

organization an exception? Can you help me to understand the needs for study from the European Community 

Media? Did you do some applied study your self what was useful for your radio o television station?   Please 

contact me to see if we can work together!    Victor van Oeijen  Nijmegen   The Netherlands  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

Dutch 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE Spanish / OTHER LANGUAGES English 
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Giulia VENANZI - ITALY 

FREELANCE  

giulia.venanzi@gmail.com /www.giuliavenanzi.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My name is Giulia Venanzi, I am a young Italian photographer based in Rome. I earned a BA in Humanities in 2010, 

discussing a dissertation on Pier Paolo Pasolini's thinking of new medias.I attended IED (Instituto Europeo di 

Design) in Rome from September 2010 to June 2013. I spent the fall semester 2012 at the School of Visual Arts in 

NYC, as an exchange student. In the past two years I have visited several countries - such as the USA, Germany 

and France - to conduct my “Déjà View” project.I am eager to join you since I am sure this would be the perfect 

opportunity to develop my works. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

My name is Giulia Venanzi, I am a young Italian photographer based in Rome. I earned a BA in Humanities in 2010, 

discussing a dissertation on Pier Paolo Pasolini's thinking of new medias.I attended IED (Instituto Europeo di 

Design) in Rome from September 2010 to June 2013. I spent the fall semester 2012 at the School of Visual Arts in 

NYC, as an exchange student.      CLIENTS:  Pietrograsso.org  Istituto Europeo di Design   Caf feina Cultura  Enci  

Teatro Greco  Partito Democratico  Fondazione Omnia Onlus    PUBLICATION:  La Repubblica  L'Espresso  Vogue.it  

Domus  Leggo  Il Post  Grey magazine  Avvenire  Artisignexplosion.com  Creazina.it  Frizzifrizzi  Uncommon ( IED 

Yearbook 2010/2011)      AWARDS AND EXHIBITIONS:  - International Photography Awards, Los Angeles, 2013   

Honorable mention   - Scuola Romana di Fotografia, Rome, 2013  Winner of Roma Fotofestival  - Bolsena Photo 

Festival, 2013  Solo exhibition  - School of Visual Arts, NY, 2012  Solo exhibition  - 30 formiche, Rome, 2012  Solo 

exhibition 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
I am eager to join you because I love the team works. I'm looking for a young and creative partner to develop my 

works. I am sure this would be the perfect opportunity to develop a project focused on the study of spatial 

interaction: the relationship between the city and its inhabitants, how architecture becomes part of human vision 

and is thus transformed into something more personal. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 
My name is Giulia Venanzi, I am a young Italian photographer based in Rome. I earned a BA in Humanities in 2010, 

discussing a dissertation on Pier Paolo Pasolini's thinking of new medias.I attended IED (Instituto Europeo di 

Design) in Rome from September 2010 to June 2013. I spent the fall semester 2012 at the School of Visual Arts in 

NYC, as an exchange student. In the past two years I have visited several countries - such as the USA, Germany 

and France - to conduct my “Déjà View” project. I am eager to join you since I am sure this would be the perfect 

opportunity to develop my works. Please visit www.giuliavenanzi.com for more information about me  

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

italian 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE english / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Jean-Paul VITRY - BELGIUM 

INSTITUT SAINT-CHARLES  

jpvitry@gmail.com /primaires.institutsaintcharles.be 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

Jean-Paul Vitry is a media educator and teacher in a primary school in Brussels. For four years, he built media 

education projects to empower children from cultural and ethnic minorities. These children are facing a double 

discrimination in the media : by their age but also by their origins. Creating media education projects with children 

gives them the opportunity to be aware of functioning of the media, to become media producers and to take their 

rightful place in the media.  With this exchange, he wants to develop a teaching tool for diversity inclusiveness of 

the youth minority in their national media landscape.    Jean-Paul Vitry est éducateur aux médias et instituteur 

primaire dans une école de Bruxelles. Depuis 4 ans, il construit des projets visant à  outiller des enfants issus de 

minorités culturelles et ethniques face aux médias. Ces enfants subissent une double discrimination médiatique : de 

par leur âge mais également de par leurs origines. Mener avec eux des projets d'éducation aux médias leur don ne 

la possibilité de comprendre le fonctionnement des médias, de devenir, à leur tour, producteurs de supports 

médiatiques et de prendre une place médiatique qui leur revient.  Avec cet échange, il souhaite mettre en place 

des outils d'inclusion des jeunes issus de minorités dans leur paysage médiatique national. 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
The St. Charles Institute is a primary school in northwest Brussels and hosts more than 400 children from 6 to 12 

years, mainly from cultural and ethnic minorities in Brussels. For 4 years, the school has a project for media 

education to familiarize children with the functioning of the media and give them the opportunity to express 

themselves through original media production.    L'Institut Saint-Charles est une école primaire du Nord-Ouest de 

Bruxelles qui accueille plus de 400 enfants de 6 à 12 ans, major itairement issus des minorités culturelles et 

ethniques de Bruxelles. Depuis 4 ans, l'école mène un projet d'éducation aux médias pour familiariser les enfants 

avec le fonctionnement des médias et leur donner l'opportunité de s'exprimer au travers de produ ction médiatiques 

originales. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

In this project, I'd like to work with other Media Educators or Teachers. They could be working directly with 

children in a school (primary or high school) or in a association but they could also work in the training of teachers. 

The main objective of this project is to create, test and evaluate a tool for diversity inclusiveness that could be use 

with children all around Europe. This tool would take form as a media education project aimi ng to empower 

children from all kind of cultural and ethnical backgrounds. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

Young teacher/media educator from Brussels/Belgium, I'm looking for partnership to build a media education 

project to empower children in their use of media and to give them the opportunity to take their rightful place in 

the media landscape. I'd like to work with other media educator or teacher or people working in the field of 

teachers' training.  The exchange period could be from feb. 2014 to may 2014 but is negociable. I'm able to work 

in french or english. 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

French 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES  
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Kunigunde WEISSENEGGER - ITALY 

FRANZMAGAZINE.COM  

weissenegger@franzmagazine.com /franzmagazine.com 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

I'm born in the German-speaking region of Italy near Austria. After studying Translation and Interpretation 

German-Italian-Spanish in Austria, Italy and Spain, my working life took its course in the journalistic direction. I 

worked in different companies to make different work experiences and to live different working environments. 

Since ever I have a passion for languages and therefore I moved always on in this direction – in personal and study 

life as well as job related. The other interests I “developed” more and more over the years are arts and culture. As 

one of the founders of franzmagazine.com – the first multilingual online magazine for culture and society in South 

Tyrol, Trentino and Tyrol – I think this kind of media can foster the understanding and knowledge between 

different cultures and languages and, as for being online, reach many readers and users – all over the world. And 

last but not least I love to listen and report interesting stories of fascinating people and initiatives.  

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  
franzmagazine.com is a multilingual (German, Italian, sometimes English) online magazine for culture and society 

in the European Region South Tyrol, Trentino and Tyrol and was found, as the first multilingual media of this 

region, in March 2010. franzmagazine encourages and promotes a contemporary, innovative, inclusive, multilingual, 

creative and visionary South Tyrol, Trentino and Tyrol. "more than apples and cows" is our motto and this way we 

treat the main topics of the magazine: culture + arts, music, people, fashion + design, food and places. We report 

on the alternative and not that much known things that happen in this Euro-region territory. But franz is more than 

a magazine which writes and talks about interesting people and initiatives. franz is also a network which creates 

synergies, invents and organizes events and projects, works also in the communication and marketing area, 

realizes videos and photo shootings, discovers and supports new talents. franz is more than the well known apples 

and cows of this region. 

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 
We would be glad to work with an open minded online magazine or online media which is looking for beneficial and 

fascinating experiences and an exchange of journalism and business ideas. The topics to write about can be 

culture, arts, music, people, design and society; the languages: Spanish, English, Italian, German. The main 

objective will be to enrich the cultural experience and to have a mutual exchange. The product or output can 

consist in an interview series, reportage, mail exchange, recorded observations of situations or people,  It will be 

very important that the report isn't superficial, but deepeningly. Comparison is not important, more important is to 

elaborate the contrasts and  communicate facts.The topics can be as various ad people are (if necessary I can 

mention the following ones: culture, arts, music, people, fashion, design, food, places, events and initiatives. The 

motto will be: more than apples and cows – more than the usual things. 

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

We are franzmagazine.com – multilingual (German, Italian, and also English) online magazine for culture and 

society in the European Region South Tyrol, Trentino and Tyrol. "more than apples and cows" is our motto and this 

way we work and treat the main topics of the magazine: culture + arts, music,  people, fashion + design, food and 

places. Are you a journalist/writer/blogger/photo or video journalist and looking for someone who encourages and 

promotes a contemporary, innovative, inclusive, multilingual, creative and visionary territory? – Than franz will be 

the right choice. We write and talk about the alternative and not that much known things that happen in this Euro -

region territory. franz is also a network which creates synergies, invents and organizes events and projects, works 

also in the communication and marketing area, realizes videos and photo shootings, discovers and supports new 

talents. franz is more than apples and cows – write us and be welcome! 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

German (and Italian nearly as mother tongue) 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE English / OTHER LANGUAGES Spanish 
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Dan ZAN - UNITED KINGDOM 

PETERBOROUGH AFRICAN COMUNITY ORGANISATION - PACO  

dan@pacouk.org /www.pacouk.org  

www.peterborough.fm 

 

PERSONAL BIOGRAPHY 

My work has always been at the heart of Storytelling, giving people a voice. The opportunity to share stories and 

experiences, strengthen relationships and community relation, bringing diverse people,  who do not meet in a 

normal course of their lives, in a productive environment, to learn from one another and do things together.    I 

started with a level 2 training course on radio production with Manchester College for Art and Technology. I then 

earned a Master’s Degree in Radio Management and Production at the University of Sunderland. I am currently on 

final year of study for a High Certificate in Charity and Social Enterprise Management at Anglian Ruskin University 

in Cambridge.    Current work is Director of PACO Ltd and station manager for Peterborough FM. Work involves 

premise and people management and lead on training delivery and monitoring/evaluation.    I am fluent in English 

and French 

 

ORGANISATION PRESENTATION  

Peterborough African Community Organisation (PACO Ltd), a registered charity and company limited by guarantee, 

vision is to embrace all cultures and people in need without distinction of race, religion, political opinion, sex or 

sexual orientation. PACO has grown to be respected as one of the core Multicultural and intercultural service 

providers in Peterborough today.    Set up in 2005, the main mission of PACO is to establish a Community Radio 

service and to provide skills and opportunities for the community as whole.     Peterborough  Community Radio 

Project known as Peterborough FM offers free radio production courses and encourages participation by bringing 

together people from diverse backgrounds to do things together.    PACO has a Director, who reports to the Board 

of Trustees (Management Committee and the Board meets quarterly to review projects, provide guidance on 

issues, review the financial operation of the charity and discuss the strategic direction of organisation’s work.  

 

EXPECTED PROFILE & DRAFT WORK PROPOSAL 

Any Multicultural and intercultural organisation working in the field of storytelling, experiences sharing, 

strengthening community relation, bringing diverse people together in a productive non -oppressive environment as 

well as social inclusion and organisation that uses media as a tool to deliver outputs of social benefit.  The 

exchange programme, will help to address the following objectives    - Addressing multiple deprivation  - Enhance 

community and for people from different areas or backgrounds to meet and work together.  - Increase skills and 

knowledge  - Enhances a variety of mainstream and community led initiatives through providing an outlets.    The 

above can lead to the following results     1) Be protected from abuse, discrimination and harassment  2) Have the 

skills to find jobs in a vibrant economy that delivers higher levels of prosperity across communities.  3) Live in 

thriving, cohesive and mutually supportive communities.  4) Take pride in a distinct and diverse culture.  

 

GLOBAL ADD ON EXPECTED EXCHANGES 

nn lax lnl nx 

 

MOTHER TONGUE 

English 

 

OTHER FIRST LANGUAGE French / OTHER LANGUAGES  

 

 


